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Rear View Safety was recently acquired by Safe Fleet, who manage a large portfolio of industry leading 

brands focused on improving operator, pedestrian and driver safety. Now part of a strong team of compa-
nies that develop, manufacture and sell complete safety solutions for fleet vehicles on a global scale, Rear 
View Safety is ready to once again redefine the market using their unique understanding of how safety and 
technology are quickly coalescing in the automotive industry. 

The power of Safe Fleet lies in their thoughtful partnerships. By bringing together industry leaders in fleet 
safety technology, telematics technology and ergonomic vehicle technology, the company is able to provide 
complete all-in-one solutions for the RV/bus/rail, truck/trailer, work truck, emergency,  
and industrial/military markets.

Safe Fleet is a global provider and market leader of safety solutions for fleet vehicles. The company was 
formed in 2013, when The Sterling Group acquired ROM and SMI from Century Park Capital. Safe Fleet de-
signs, manufactures and sells best in class safety related products for the bus/rail/RV, truck/trailer, work 
truck, emergency, and industrial/military markets. Using their unique portfolio of innovative industry leading 
brands, Safe Fleet provides all in one integrated control and monitoring solutions for these markets. With 
over 1,000 employees and 13 brands, Safe Fleet is at the center of where safety and technology meet. 

REAR VIEW SAFETY: 
NOW PART OF THE SAFE FLEET FAMILY
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MONITORS
Not all monitors are created equal. Our monitors come in various 
sizes, color modes and number of viewing screens. They also have 
various connectivity options and recording features. We offer stand 
alone, flushmount, clip-on and mirror mounted monitors. Our OEM 
series monitors are also a great replacement for the standard mirror 
monitor because they come stocked with various features, including 
auto-dimming, built-in dash cameras, bluetooth, compass, tempera-
ture, and more. Whether you are looking for self-standing monitors, 
commercial mirror monitors or replacement mirror monitors Rear 
View Safety is equipped with over 300 products for you to choose 
from. At Rear View Safety our specialists can guide you towards the 
perfect monitor to suite your vehicle and safety needs. 
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RVS-6137Q 
7” LED Digital Quad View Color Monitor

This 7” LED Digital Quad View Color Monitor is capable of 
connecting, and viewing simultaneously, up to four cameras. 
With multiple viewing options, you can choose how many 
cameras you would like to view and in which format.

RVS-5FLW
2.4G Digital 5.6” Wireless Color LED
Monitor
This 7” LED Digital Quad View Color Monitor includes a power 
harness capable of connecting, and viewing simultaneously, 
up to four cameras. This monitor comes with a built-in DVR 
allowing you to record all camera views. An included 4GB SD 
card guarantees hours of footage from all four cameras.

RVS-6131
7” Digital LED Waterproof 
Color Monitor
7”  Digital LED color monitor which comes with a power 
harness with two camera inputs. This monitor is completely 
waterproof with an IP69K rating and can be used in any 
application where it would be exposed to water. 

Our 7” LED Color Digital Monitor comes with a super sharp 
digital display and a pixel resolution of 800 X 480. The dis-
tance grid lines that come standard with this monitor are op-
tional and adjustable. It has a built-in speaker and the menu 
can be navigated with the on dash buttons or with the includ-
ed remote. 

RVS-6137N
7” LED Digital Color Monitor
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RVS-ML7
7” Digital Color Monitor 
With Mirror Link

Our 7” Digital Color Monitor with Mirror Link features a super 
sharp digital display and a pixel resolution of 800 x 400. This 
monitor connects up to two cameras and features a mirror 
link option, which allows you to view your mobile phone on 
your monitor. It has a built-in speaker and the menu can be 
navigated with the on dash buttons or with the 
included remote. 

RVS-6033 
5.6” LED Digital Color Monitor

5.6” LED Color Monitor with 13 pin male connection. This 
monitor comes with a removable sunshade, distance grid 
lines and a built-in speaker.

RVS-6137-RCA 
7” LED Digital Color Monitor with RCA Con-
nections

Our 7” LED Digital Color Monitor with RCA Connections comes 
with a super sharp digital display and a pixel resolution of 800 
X 480. The distance grid lines that come standard with this 
monitor are optional and adjustable. It has a built-in speaker 
and RCA inputs that can display any camera with 
RCA connections.

RVS-6233
3.5”  Flip-Up LCD Digital Monitor

This 3.5” monitor comes with RCA connections to connect any 
one of our cameras to it. When not in use, the display can 
very easily fold into its base to keep safe and out of the driv-
er’s view. When you want to see the backup camera, simply 
press the button and the display will flip up.  
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RVS-699Q
9” LED Digital Quad View
Waterproof Color Monitor 

This 9” LED Digital Quad View Waterproof Color Monitor fea-
tures a weather-sealed body with an IP69K rating. It has the 
ability to connect up to four cameras for an all-encompassing 
view. With multiple viewing options, the monitor’s automatic 
switching feature enables you to have control of your sur-
roundings whether you are turning right, left or going into 
reverse. The monitor includes both a swivel head and an 
U-Bracket mount for a broader customization experience.

RVS-6139N 
9”  LED Digital Color Monitor

This 9” LED Digital Color Monitor is compatible with all sys-
tems which incorporate the multiplexer. It comes with a 
built-in speaker and distance grid lines.

RVS-9900
7” Digital TFT LCD Waterproof Monitor

7” Waterproof Rear View Monitor with a TFT LCD Digital Col-
or display. Monitor comes with a U-Bracket and swivel head 
mount and a waterproof rating of IP69K. Settings are con-
trolled with touch buttons. 

RVS-9900Q
7” Quad View Digital TFT LCD
Waterproof Monitor

7” Waterproof Quad View Monitor with a TFT LCD Digital 
Color display. Monitor comes with a U-Bracket and swivel 
head mount and a waterproof rating of IP69K. Settings are 
controlled with touch buttons. 
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“My name is Geoffry Barone and I work for Cox Fleet Services in Warwick, Rhode 
Island. We have been dealing with Rear View Safety for approximately 4 years 
now. Since then, it has been a pleasure to work with this company.  Not only is 
their team very knowledgeable about the products they offer, they are all always 
very friendly. They seem to go above and beyond our expectations when we have 
issues or questions regarding an installation process or troubleshooting an issue. 
This is great because it is very important that we minimize the downtime of our 
fleet due to government regulations and the sake of our own customers. We 
couldn’t ask for better service and quality. Keep up the good work.”

Geoffry Barone
Cox Commercial Fleet Services
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RVS-6139-RCA 
9” LED Digital Color Monitor with RCA Con-
nections

This 9”  LED Digital Color Monitor comes with RCA connections 
to connect to any camera with RCA connections. It comes 
with a Super Sharp Digital Display and a built-in speaker. 

RVS-6139Q 
9” LED Digital Quad View 
Color Monitor

9” LED Digital Quad View Color Monitor capable of connect-
ing, and viewing simultaneously, up to four cameras. Comes 
with a built-in speaker, distance grid lines and a one year 
warranty.

RVS-97QUAD-DVR 
9” LED Digital Quad View Color Monitor 
With Built-In DVR 

This 9” Quad View Color Monitor comes with a Super Sharp 
Digital Display and a built-in DVR included with GPS recording! 
The monitor can view and record up to four cameras and 
comes with a separate microSD card slot for each. Each slot 
can also handle microSD cards up to 128GB allowing for 
many hours of recording from each camera. To top things 
off, the monitor comes with a touch screen and remote for 
easy navigation and control.

RVS-97QUAD 
9” LED Digital Quad View Color Monitor

This 9” monitor comes with a super sharp digital image and 
a quad view display capable of connecting, and viewing 
simultaneously, up to four cameras. Monitor comes with 
both a U-Bracket and regular dash mount and a one year 
warranty. 
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RVS-61310Q 
10” TFT LCD Digital Quad View Color 
Monitor with Sunshade and Flushmount
A 10” display really brings the image from behind your ve-
hicle to life! The TFT LCD Color Display comes with a super 
sharp image and can connect, and view simultaneously, up 
to four cameras with an additional AV channel for a fifth in-
put. It comes with distance grid lines and a range of differ-
ent viewing options from single view to dual screen to quad 
view. Monitor comes with two mounting options and 
a removable sunshade.

RVS- 619P 
7”  Rear View Clip-On Mirror Monitor

7” LED Color Clip-On Mirror Monitor which simply attaches 
to the the existing rear view mirror in a vehicle with its 
pressurized clips. The monitor comes with a built-in speaker, 
distance grid lines and touch screen buttons to control all 
settings.

RVS-619N 
7”  Rear View Replacement Mirror Monitor

Our 7” LED Color Replacement Mirror Monitor fits all Ford, 
Chevy, Dodge and Sprinter vehicles from 2010 and onward. 
The monitor comes with a built-in speaker, distance grid 
lines and touch screen buttons to control all settings.

RVS-424W
Wireless 7” Quad View Monitor 
with Built-in DVR
This wireless rear view color monitor not only has the ability 
to connect four cameras, it also can record each camera 
individually! It comes with different viewing modes so that 
you can view each camera individually or multiple cameras 
together in a split screen. A wireless monitor that records - 
now that’s ahead of the game!
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RVS-61315 
15” LED Digital Color Rear View Monitor
Available in 22” as well.

This heavy duty 15” rear view color monitor comes with a 
mounting bracket to flush mount in your dash. The monitor 
comes with a super sharp digital image and has a number 
of different input options including RCA and HDMI. With a 
rugged build, this monitor can handle driving vibrations with 
ease and comes with a one year warranty. 

RVS-718
G-SERIES Replacement Mirror Monitor

This Replacement Mirror Monitor is so good looking you’ll 
catch yourself looking at it rather than the reflection. Its 4.3” 
monitor is placed to the left of the mirror while the entire 
surface is reflective and acts as a mirror.  For an absolute 
perfect backing up experience, this monitor comes with ad-
justable grid lines, allowing you to adjust the grid lines to be 
completely accurate regardless where you mount 
the camera. 

RVS-718-DODGE
G-SERIES Replacement Mirror Monitor for 
Dodge Vehicles
The G-Series monitor replaces the existing rear view mirror 
for a clean look. This one comes specific for Dodge vehicles 
with a mounting bracket that will fit their custom windshield 
mount. Its screen is 4.3 inches wide and pushed to the left of 
the mirror to be more easily viewed by the driver. 

RVS-718-BT
G-SERIES Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Bluetooth

Our Bluetooth Mirror Monitor displays the backup camera 
and provides hands free control to your mobile phone. Its 
Bluetooth function allows it to connect to your smartphone 
and gives you the control to make and answer calls directly 
through the mirror! 
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RVS-718-BB 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Built-In Dash Camera
This mirror monitor replaces your existing rear view mirror 
and comes with a built-in dash camera to record high 
definition video out the front windshield. It comes with a 
camera port as well so a backup camera can be connected 
making this monitor ideal for multiple functions. It serves as 
a rear view mirror, displays the backup camera and has a 
forward facing camera to record out the front.

RVS-718-MD 
G-SERIES Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Manual Dimming
With manual dimming this mirror monitor displays the back-
up camera and reduces glare from reflected headlights. It’s 
super bright 4.3” display keeps the driver informed of what’s 
behind him and the manual dimming reduces glare from 
what’s behind him!

RVS-718-DOS 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Auto-Dimming and OnStar

In addition to providing a display for your backup camera this 
mirror monitor also comes with auto-dimming and OnStar. 
This means that together with it’s reflective abilities, it also 
dims reflected headlights automatically to reduce distraction 
to the driver. With built-in OnStar, all OnStar features and 
benefits are available with this monitor with just a push of 
a button.

RVS-718-D 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Auto-Dimming
With auto-dimming this mirror monitor will reduce headlight 
glare to the driver and display the backup camera. It’s super 
bright 4.3” display keeps the driver informed of what’s be-
hind him and the auto dimming reduces glare from what’s 
behind him!
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RVS-718-NAVBT 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Navigation and Bluetooth

This mirror monitor bundles a whole range of features into 
one unit. It acts as a rear view mirror, displays the backup 
camera, comes with complete GPS Navigation and has full 
Bluetooth capabilities. This monitor will direct you to your 
destination with the safety of a backup camera and the ease 
of hands free bluetooth.

RVS-718-CT 
G-SERIES Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Compass and Temperature
Want the convenience of a backup camera displayed on 
your mirror but like the features on your factory rear view 
mirror? With this replacement mirror monitor there will be 
no sacrificing! You can replace your rear view mirror and 
get your backup camera displayed and still get the features 
you love like compass and temperature. With all these built-
in features, replacing your rear view mirror has never been 
easier!

RVS-718-DCT 
G-Series Mirror Monitor with Auto-Dimming, 
Compass and Temperature
Want the convenience of a backup camera displayed on 
your mirror but like the features on your factory rear view 
mirror? With this replacement mirror monitor there will be 
no sacrificing! You can replace your rear view mirror and 
get your backup camera displayed and still get features like 
auto-dimming, compass and temperature! With all these 
built-in features, replacing your rear view mirror has never 
been easier!

RVS-718-5 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
5” Android Operated Display
Replace your rear view mirror with this one and get a rear 
view mirror that does a whole lot more! It’s 5” screen displays 
the backup camera and with the Android operating system 
gives you full functionality to browse the web and download 
apps right to your display! The monitor can connect to WiFi 
to access all these features and has built-in Bluetooth as well 
to connect to Bluetooth devices. With the display turned off, 
the monitor is fully reflective and acts just like a rear view 
mirror making it the perfect all-in-one device!
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RVS-718-7ML 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor 
with 7.3” Mirror Link
The RVS-718-7ML 7.3” Car Rear View Mirror Monitor with 
Mirror link is the next step in mirror monitor technology. The 
mirror link enables you to view your mobile phone on your 
mirror monitor through WiFi and standard programs like 
DLNA, Miracast and Air Play. Navigate your trip, select and 
listen to music, or play games on your mirror monitor, all 
with your cell phone! Your backup camera will also automat-
ically display on your monitor when you reverse. 

RVS-718-2SC 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Two 4.3” Displays
With two displays, this replacement mirror monitor allows 
connection of up to four cameras! You’ll be able to mount 
two cameras at the front of the vehicle and two at the back 
and display both at the front or both at the back at the same 
time providing a complete view of the front and rear of your 
vehicle. You’ll also be able to turn off these displays and use 
the mirror just like a regular rear view mirror. 

RVS-718-3SC 
G-Series Replacement Mirror Monitor with 
Three 3.5” Displays
With three displays, this replacement mirror monitor allows 
connection of up to six cameras! You’ll be able to mount three 
cameras at the front of the vehicle and three at the back and 
display all of the back cameras or all the front cameras at the 
same time providing a complete view of the front and rear of 
your vehicle. You’ll also be able to turn off these displays and 
use the mirror just like a regular rear view mirrors.

RVS-718-4CH 
G-Series 4 Channel Rear View Mirror Monitor

Now you can finally see it all! This G-series monitor has 4 
channels, allowing you to connect and view 4 cameras. Auto-
matically trigger all four cameras to view a 4.3” super sharp 
display. The entire surface is reflective and acts as a mirror. 
For an absolute perfect backing up experience, this monitor 
comes with adjustable grid lines, allowing you to adjust the 
grid lines to be completely accurate regardless where you 
mount the camera.
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RVS-718-HBB 
G-series Rear View Replacement Mirror 
Monitor with Built-In Hidden Dash Camera
This mirror monitor replaces your existing rear view mirror 
and comes with a built-in hidden dash camera to record full 
HD video out the front windshield. 

This monitor also includes parking mode, motion detection 
and a G-Sensor for event recording. It comes with a camera 
port as well so a backup camera can be connected making 
this monitor ideal for multiple functions. It serves as a rear 
view mirror, can display a backup camera and has a forward 
facing camera to record out the front. Talk about a powerful 
monitor!

RVS-718-FL 
G-Series Rear View Frameless Mirror Monitor

An innovative twist on our landmark RVS-718 replacement 
mirror monitor, the RVS-718-FL features a frameless display, 
allowing for a wider view and cleaner install. Its 4.3” touch 
screen monitor is placed to the left of the mirror while the 
entire surface is reflective and acts as a mirror. For an abso-
lute perfect backing up experience, this monitor comes with 
adjustable grid lines, allowing you to adjust the grid lines to 
be completely accurate regardless where you mount the 
camera.

RVS-718-FLML 
G-series Rear View Frameless Mirror Monitor 
With 4.3” Mirrorlink Display
A modern take on a classic, the RVS-718-FLML features a fra-
meless design and mirrorlink technology. This touchscreen 
system is equipped with a 4.3” display placed to the left of 
the mirror while the entire surface is reflective and acts as 
a mirror. MirrorLink enables you to view your mobile phone 
on your mirror monitor through WiFi and standard programs 
like DLNA, Miracast and Air Play. Navigate your trip, select 
and listen to music, or play games on your mirror monitor, all 
with your cell phone! Your backup camera will also automat-
ically display on your monitor when you reverse.

Know Your
Obstacles!
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CAMERAS
Having the #1 rated cameras is no easy feat. Every day we 
work diligently to provide our customers with cost effective 
cameras, without losing any of the high quality standards 
that we pride ourselves on. Our camera systems are fully 
compliant with automobile safety standards and we take 
road safety extremely seriously. Whether you are looking 
for commercial cameras, car cameras, third brake light 
cameras, OEM cameras or specialty cameras, Rear View 
Safety has your “back.”
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RVS-777 
130° Backup Camera with 
9 Infra-red Lights

RVS-770 
130° Backup Camera with 
18 Infra-red Lights

RVS-771 
130° Backup Camera with 
18 Infra-red Lights (RCA)

RVS-121 
150° Backup Camera with
9 Infra-red Lights

RVS-812N 
120° Heated Backup Camera with 
30 Infra-red Lights

RVS-77FW
Wireless Forklift Camera

RVS-2311 
150° Backup Camera with 
8 Infra-red Lights 

RVS-77F 
Wired Forklift Camera
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RVS-DS1
130° Wireless Backup Camera 
compatible with RVS-2CAM 
and RVS-4CAM systems 

RVS-775
120° Side Camera

RVS-DSS
120° Wireless Side Camera
compatible with the RVS-2CAM 
and RVS-4CAM systems

RVS-S7
Surface Mount 
Backup Camera

RVS-C01
150° Backup Camera 
with 10 Infra-red Lights

RVS-ARM
120° Backup Camera 
with 10 Infra-red Lights

RVS-ARM-FR
Freightliner Arm Camera

RVS-IPC
Forward Facing IP Camera
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RVS-818
Dual Lens DVR Camera
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RVS-811 
92° Motorized Tilt Backup 
Camera
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RVS-DSS
120° Wireless Side Camera
compatible with the RVS-2CAM 
and RVS-4CAM systems

RVS-813
Dual Lens Backup Camera

RVS-810N
150° Shutter Backup Camera  
with 12 Infra-red Lights

RVS-611
Surface Mount Backup
Camera

RVS-611-IR
Surface Mount Backup 
Camera with Infra-red 
Lights

RVS-TAILGATE
Backup Camera for 
Pickup Trucks

RVS-772
Flush Mount Backup 
Camera

RVS-TFC
Forward Facing Toyota 
Badge Camera

RVS-TBC
Backup Camera specific for 
Toyota Camry

RVS-MV1
MV1 Backup Camera
Available with 2 stud lengths as a 
Right Side Camera - RVS-MV1R
Left Side Camera - RVS-MV1L
Forward or Backward Facing 
Camera - RVS-MV1

13
43

4 inch
inch
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RVS-901
92° Dome Camera

RVS-778
License Plate Backup Camera

RVS-776
Surface Mount Car
Camera

RVS-9000
Waterproof Dome 
Camera

RVS-0350-S
License Plate Backup 
Camera

RVS-6380-C
License Plate Camera
with Infra-red Lights

RVS-BV-713 
Surface Mount Backup 
Camera with Infra-red Lights 

RVS-BV-712
Surface Mount Backup 
Camera with LED Lights

RVS-BV-811
Chrome Backup Camera 
with Infra-red Lights

RVS-BV-812 
Chrome Backup Camera 
with Infra-red Lights (Screw)

RVS-TRANSIT
Backup Camera for Ford 
Transit-Connect Vehicles

RVS-815
Extended Roof 
Backup Camera
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RVS-917 
Surface Mounted Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera
(Adjustable Lens)

RVS-816
Mercedes Sprinter Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera 
(Adjustable Lens)

RVS-916
Mercedes Sprinter Third 
Brake Light Backup Camera

RVS-913
Chevy Express Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera

RVS-920
2015-17 Ford Transit Third 
Brake Light Backup 
Camera

RVS-921
Clearance Light Backup 
Camera 

RVS-912
Nissan NV Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera

RVS-915
Jason Cap Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera

RVS-910
Chevy Express Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera with 
Adjustable Lens

RVS-919
Nissan NV200 Third Brake 
Light Backup Camera

RVS-918 
Dodge Promaster Third 
Brake Light Backup 
Camera

RVS-924
Chevy City Express Third 
Brake Light Backup Camera
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RVS- F150
Ford F150 Tailgate Handle 
Backup Camera

RVS-DODGE
Dodge Ram Tailgate Han-
dle Backup Camera 

RVS-TUNDRA
Toyota Tundra Tailgate Han-
dle Backup Camera 

RVS-SFC
Forward Facing Subaru For-
ester Badge Camera

RVS-T14
Tailgate Handle Backup 
Camera for GMC Sierra and 
Chevrolet Silverado (2007-2013)

RVS-T15
Tailgate Handle Backup 
Camera for GMC Sierra and 
Chevrolet Silverado (2014-2017)

RVS-NFC
Forward Facing Nissan Badge 
Camera 

RVS-HFC
Forward Facing 
Honda Badge Camera

RVS-T16
Backup Camera for Jeep 
Wrangler (2007-2017)
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“Eagle Tugs in Taylor, MI produces vehicles for both the aviation community 
and the military. Many of our customers chose an option that requires a 
camera affixed to the units. We have provided these to our customer by 

purchasing them from REAR VIEW SAFETY. We have been completely satisfied 
with the quality of the cameras’ as well as the communication, warranty and 

customer service provided. We would highly recommend REAR VIEW SAFETY for 
customer who require this product.”

Todd Bartling
Eagle Tugs
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WIRED CAMERA SYSTEMS
While driving on the road you want as great a view around your vehi-
cle as possible. That’s why commercial and other large vehicle own-
ers use Rear View Safety’s backup camera systems to boost visibility 
and eliminate blind spots. Owners can find top-quality vehicle safety 
products that will offer the safety and security you need when your 
vehicle is placed in reverse. All components of our wired systems can 
be mixed and matched so that any camera can go with any monitor, 
and vice-versa.



RVS-770613 
Backup Camera System
(7” Monitor) 

RVS-770613-HD 
Full HD Backup Camera System
(7” Monitor) 

W
IRED

 SYSTEM
S

This backup camera system is complete with a crystal clear 7” 
DIGITAL LED color monitor with distance grid lines and mir-
ror image capability, a 3 channel multiplexer (can connect ad-
ditional cameras) with automatic system switch, 130° SHARP 
CCD backup camera with 50 foot Infra-red night vision and 
all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The rear 
view camera is completely waterproof with an IP69K rating, 
strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 20G vibration and 
100G shock rating (highest in the industry).

This is the system you’ve been waiting for. The RVS-770613-
HD is the full HD version of our popular RVS-770613 Back-
up Camera System that put us on the map all those years 
ago. The system is complete with a 7” 1080P Full HD monitor 
and full HD waterproof backup camera. The backup camera 
has an ultra-wide 130° viewing angle, 4 video inputs, and 18 
Infra-red illuminators enable you to see everything behind 
you, even in total darkness. This unique system is truly the 
future of safety technology. 

RVS-7706133 
Backup Camera System with Flushmount 
Monitor 
Complete with a crystal clear 7” DIGITAL LED color monitor 
with distance grid lines and mirror image capability, U brack-
et, Flushmount Bracket, Surface Mount Bracket, a 3 channel 
multiplexer (can connect additional cameras) with automat-
ic system switch, 130° SHARP CCD backup camera with 50 
foot Infra-red night vision and all the wires, connectors and 
mounts you will need. The rear view camera is completely 
waterproof with an IP69K rating, strong and reliable, shock 
resistant, with a 20G Vibration and 100G impact rating (high-
est in the industry), and the system comes with a full year 
warranty.

RVS-7706033  
Backup Camera System
(5” Monitor)
This backup camera system is complete with a crystal clear 
5.6” TFT DIGITAL LCD Color Monitor with mirror image capa-
bility and optional distance grid lines and can connect up to 3 
cameras with automatic system switch. The system includes 
one 130° CCD camera with 50 foot Infra-red night vision and 
all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The rear 
view camera is completely waterproof with an IP69K rating, 
strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 20G vibration rat-
ing (highest in the industry), and the system comes with a full 
year warranty.
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RVS-770613-213 
Backup Camera System with 
Trailer Tow Quick Connect Kit
This backup camera system is perfect for the fifth wheel 
application. The system is complete with a crystal clear 7” 
LED DIGITAL COLOR monitor with mirror image capability, 
3 Channels with automatic system switch, one 130° CCD 
camera with 50 foot Infra-red night vision and all the wires, 
connectors and mounts you will need. The 5th wheel rear 
view camera is completely waterproof with an IP69K rating. 
The quick connect/disconnect cable is 66’ to camera, 26’ to 
monitor with a 12’ pigtail. The system is strong and reliable, 
camera boasts a 20G shock and 100G vibration rating (high-
est in the industry).

RVS-770613-112 
Backup Camera System 
with Rear Sensors
This Backup Camera system comes with backup sensors that 
integrate flawlessly into the backup camera system alerting 
you audibly about potential hazards behind your vehicle. 
With this system you’ll be able to see your blind spots and 
be alerted about hazards behind your vehicle. These sensors 
when integrated into our system not only alert you audibly 
but also display on the monitor the distance you have behind 
your vehicle. This system comes complete with everything 
needed to install so that it can go straight from the box to 
protecting your safety. 

RVS-770614 
Backup Camera System
Two Camera Setup 
This 2 camera system is complete with a crystal clear 7” DIG-
ITAL LED COLOR monitor with distance grid lines and mirror 
image capability, a 3 channel multiplexer with automatic sys-
tem switch, two (2) 130° CCD cameras with 50 foot Infra-red 
night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts you will 
need. The system is completely waterproof with an IP69K rat-
ing, strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 20G vibration 
rating (highest in the industry), and comes with a full year 
warranty.

RVS-770812N 
Backup Camera System with
Heated Camera 
This heated rear view camera system is complete with a 
crystal clear 7” LED DIGITAL color monitor with mirror im-
age capability and one (1) rear view back up camera with 
120° viewing angle and built in heater to withstand the cold-
est weather. The backup camera’s night vision boasts a 50 
foot range with 28 built-in Infra-reds so you can see in total 
darkness. The system includes all the wires, connectors and 
mounts you will need. The backup camera system is com-
pletely waterproof, with an IP69K rating to withstand power 
washing, strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 15G vi-
bration rating (highest in the industry), and comes with a full 
year warranty. 
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RVS-776614-213 
Backup Camera System | Two Camera Setup 
with Trailer Tow Quick Connect Kit
This backup camera system is perfect for the fifth wheel or 
travel trailer application where you want a backup camera 
on the back of the trailer and one on the back of the truck. 
The system is complete with a crystal clear 7” DIGITAL LED 
COLOR monitor with distance grid lines, a 3 channel power 
harness with automatic system switch, one 130° CCD Cam-
era with 50 foot Infra-red night vision, one 170° CCD Com-
pact Camera and all the wires, connectors and mounts you 
will need. The quick connect/disconnect runs 66’ to camera 
and 26’ to the monitor. The system is strong and reliable, 
shock resistant with a 20G vibration rating (highest in the in-
dustry) and comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-770614-213 
Backup Camera System | Two Camera Setup 
with Trailer Tow Quick Connect Kit
This two camera backup camera system is perfect for the fifth 
wheel or travel trailer application where you want a backup 
camera on the back of the trailer and one reverse camera 
on the truck. The system is complete with a crystal clear 7” 
DIGITAL LED COLOR monitor display with mirror image capa-
bility and distance grid lines, 2 channels with automatic sys-
tem switch, two (2) 130° CCD cameras with 50 foot Infra-red 
night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts you 
will need. The 5th wheel rear view back up camera system is 
completely waterproof with an IP69K rating. The quick con-
nect/disconnect is 66’ to camera and 26’ to the monitor. The 
system is strong and reliable, shock resistant with a 20G vi-
bration rating (highest in the industry) and comes with a full 
year warranty.
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RVS-770616N 
Backup Camera System 
with Side Cameras 
This heated rear view camera system is complete with a 
crystal clear 7” LED DIGITAL color monitor with mirror im-
age capability and one (1) rear view back up camera with 
120° viewing angle and built in heater to withstand the cold-
est weather. The backup camera’s night vision boasts a 50 
foot range with 28 built in Infra-reds so you can see in total 
darkness. The system includes all the wires, connectors and 
mounts you will need. The backup camera system is com-
pletely waterproof, with an IP69K rating to withstand power 
washing, strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 15G vi-
bration rating (highest in the industry), and comes with a full 
year warranty. 

RVS-770615 
Backup Camera System
Three Camera Setup
This three camera system is complete with a crystal clear 7” 
DIGITAL LED COLOR monitor with distance grid lines and mir-
ror image capability, a 3 channel multiplexer with automatic 
system switch, three (3) 130° CCD cameras with 50 foot In-
fra-red night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts 
you will need. The system is completely waterproof with an 
IP69K rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 20G 
vibration rating (highest in the industry), and comes with a 
full year warranty.
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RVS-770616-2133 
Backup Camera System 
with Side Cameras and Quick Connect Kit 
This backup camera system is perfect for the fifth wheel or 
travel trailer application, allowing you to mount three cam-
eras to your trailer and quickly connect or disconnect them 
with just one cable! The system comes with 1 backup camera 
and 2 side-view cameras which are ideal for blind-spot view-
ing on a large vehicle. Included in this system is a crystal clear 
7” DIGITAL LED COLOR monitor display with distance grid 
lines, a 3 channel multiplexer with automatic system switch, 
one 130° CCD Backup Camera, two 120° CCD Side Cameras 
and all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The 
system is strong and reliable, shock resistant with a 20G vi-
bration rating (highest in the industry) and the cameras are 
completely waterproof.

RVS-MV3077N 
Backup Camera System | Three Camera Set-
up with MV1 Cameras 
This system is complete with a crystal clear color 7” Digital 
LED Monitor with distance grid lines, two MV1 Side Cameras 
with 170° viewing angle, one MV1 Backup Camera with 170° 
viewing angle and all the wires, connectors and mounts you 
will need. The cameras are completely waterproof with an 
IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant and the sys-
tem comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-062710  
Backup Camera System | Four Camera Set-
up with Quad View Monitor 
This system is complete with a crystal clear 7” DIGITAL LED 
color monitor with Quad View Mode and mirror image capa-
bility, two (2) side cameras with 120° viewing angles and 30 
foot Infra-red night vision, two (2) heavy duty backup camer-
as with 130° viewing angles and 50 foot Infra-red night vision 
and all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The 
cameras are completely waterproof with an IP68 and IP69K 
rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 20G vibra-
tion rating (highest in the industry), and the system comes 
with a full year warranty.

RVS-77540
Bird’s Eye View Camera System 

With this new bird’s eye view camera system, blind spots will 
be a thing of the past! With four heavy duty cameras that in-
stall on each side of the vehicle, the camera system provides 
a birds-eye view of all blind spots surrounding the vehicle. It 
also shows the view from each camera independently and 
this view can be changed manually or set with automatic 
triggers. Navigating your vehicle has just gotten a whole lot 
easier!
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RVS-8106131N  
Backup Camera System with Waterproof 
Monitor nd Shutter Camera

Packed with features, this backup camera system is com-
pletely waterproof. The camera also features a movable 
cover to protect the lens when not in use. 12 Infra-red illu-
minators enable you to see in total darkness and a built in 
microphone guarantees you hear anything behind you. Sys-
tem boasts a waterproof monitor (IP69K), distance grid lines 
and two camera inputs. 

RVS-7706131 
Backup Camera System with 
Waterproof Monitor
With a completely waterproof monitor this backup camera 
system can be used in any application where the monitor 
may be exposed to water. The waterproof rating for both the 
camera and monitor is IP69K which is the highest waterproof 
rating there is. A two port power harness allows connection 
of an additional camera with trigger wires available for each 
port. System comes with aircraft grade cable connections 
and a one year warranty.

RVS-77F6033
Safety Camera System for Forklifts
with 5” Display 

This is the system you’ve been waiting for. The RVS-770613-
HD is the full HD version of our popular RVS-770613 Backup 
Camera System that put us on the map all those years ago. 
The system is complete with a 7” 1080P Full HD monitor 
and full HD waterproof backup camera. The backup cam-
era has an ultra-wide 130° viewing angle, 4 video inputs, 
and 18 Infra-red illuminators enable you to see everything 
behind you, even in total darkness. This unique system is 
truly the future of safety technology. 

RVS-77545 
Bird’s Eye View Camera System 
 
With this new bird’s eye view camera system, blind spots will 
be a thing of the past! With four heavy duty cameras that in-
stall on each side of the vehicle, the camera system provides 
a birds-eye view of all blind spots surrounding the vehicle. It 
also shows the view from each camera independently and 
this view can be changed manually or set with automatic 
triggers. Navigating your vehicle has just gotten a whole lot 
easier!
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RVS-ML700 
Backup Camera System 
with Mirrorlink

Talk about a power dual! This system is complete with a 7” 
color monitor equipped with mirror link, enabling you to view 
your mobile phone on the monitor, and a 130° CCD backup 
camera with 50 foot Infra-red night vision. The monitor in-
cludes 2 camera inputs with an automatic trigger option. The 
backup camera is completely weatherproof with an IP69K 
rating, strong and reliable, and shock resistant with a 20G 
vibration and 100G impact rating (highest in the industry). 

RVS-7500 
Backup Camera System with 
GPS Navigation
The RVS-7500 features a 7” GPS Touch Screen Monitor with 
a Backup Camera. The navigation includes Odyssey 10 maps 
through Infogation maps and the backup camera automati-
cally activates when the vehicle is put in reverse. The Back-
up Camera is completely weatherproof with an IP69K rating. 
The industrial grade monitor can withstand harsh tempera-
tures and the Backup Camera boasts a 130° wide angle view. 
This is a one camera setup.

RVS-5350 
Backup Camera System with 
Built-in Sensors 
With sensors built right into the backup camera, this system 
offers enhanced safety by displaying the view behind your 
vehicle and warning you audibly about objects in your path. 
Its 120° viewing angle provides a wide rear view and displays 
this view on the 4.3” LED monitor. The backup camera has 
excellent night vision, is completely waterproof with an IP68 
rating and the system comes with a one year warranty. 

RVS-773617N 
Car Backup Camera System

The backup camera system displays the reverse image on the 
monitor, duplicating and clarifying the view seen on the rear-
view mirror. It’s a perfect solution to get rid of that poor rear-
view visibility on any vehicle. The system is complete with a 
color 3.5” LCD monitor, 170° CMOS Surface Mount camera 
with night vision, and all necessary wires, connectors and 
mounts. The system is waterproof, strong and reliable, shock 
resistant and comes with a full-year warranty.
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RVS-770617N 
Car Backup Camera System 

This system is complete with a color 3.5” LCD monitor, 120° 
CMD camera with night vision and all the wires, connectors 
and mounts you will need. The system is waterproof, strong 
and reliable, and shock resistant. 

RVS-7707721  
Backup Camera System with Flush
Mount Camera 
This system is complete with a color 7” LED Color Monitor 
with mirror image capability, a 3 Channel Multiplexer (can 
connect a DVD player or other cameras) with automatic sys-
tem switch, 120° MT9V136 Camera with 50 foot Infra-red 
night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts you 
will need. The system is completely waterproof with an IP68 
rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant with a 15G vibra-
tion rating (highest in the industry) and comes with a full year 
warranty.

RVS-813613 
Backup Camera System with Dual Lens 
Camera
This backup camera system is complete with a crystal clear 
7” LED DIGITAL COLOR monitor with mirror image capability 
and a 3 channel multiplexer (can connect additional camer-
as) with automatic system switch. The camera has 2 x 130° 
CCD cameras attached to one bracket. With this system you 
can angle one camera down for hitching and the other fac-
ing fully back for long distance viewing etc. Each camera has 
12 IR lights which gives over 50 foot Infra-red night vision. 
The rear view camera system includes all the wires, connec-
tors and mounts you will need. The back up camera is strong 
zvand reliable, shock resistant with a 15G vibration rating 
(highest in the industry) and comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-616VDI 
Virtual Spotter System

Our newly released Virtual Spotter Series intergrates blind 
spot viewing and pedestrian detection warning for a com-
plete system. This powerful new solution combines two im-
pressive technologies into a single operating platform for 
maximum protection against accidents due to blind spots. 
Strategically placed cameras are utilized to provide a full view 
of both the rear and sides of the vehicle which are displayed 
from a video monitor mounted to the dash or windshield. To 
further enhance your protection, sonar sensors with Voice 
Distance Indication are installed in the rear. Now not only will 
we show you what is behind the vehicle, we will also tell you 
how far away it is. 
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RVS-7709900 
Backup Camera System with Waterproof 
Monitor
This amazing waterproof backup camera system is complete 
with a 7” DIGITAL TFT-LCD monitor which is completely wa-
terproof with an IP69K rating and is suited for any applica-
tion where the monitor is exposed to water elements. The 
CCD camera boasts a 130° viewing angle with 18 Infra-reds 
and an IP69K rating. The system comes complete with all the 
wires, connectors and mounts you will need and comes with 
a full year warranty.

RVS-7709900Q 
Backup Camera System with Waterproof 
Quad View Monitor
This amazing waterproof backup camera system is com-
plete with a 7” QUAD DIGITAL TFT-LCD monitor with a touch 
screen display which is completely waterproof with an IP69K 
rating and is suited for any application where the monitor is 
exposed to water elements. The CCD camera boasts a 130° 
viewing angle with 18 Infra-reds and an IP69K rating. The 
system comes complete with all the wires, connectors and 
mounts you will need and comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-8129900Q 
Camera System with Waterproof Quad View 
Monitor and Heated Camera 

This Waterproof Camera System is perfect for your rugged 
outdoor camera use. The 7” QUAD DIGITAL TFT-LCD monitor 
boasts a touch screen display and is completely waterproof 
and suitable for any application which is exposed to water. 
The 120° backup camera boasts a 2.1 mm lens with 30 In-
fra-red lights which enable you to see in total darkness. The 
die-cast casing of the camera has an IP69K rating which can 
withstand all weather conditions. The camera has a built-in 
heater for extreme cold and can operate at up to -45° Cel-
sius. Sound is included on the camera and all the cabling is 
fully weatherproof with aircraft grade connectors.

RVS-775613
Blind Spot Backup Camera System 

This tractor trailer blind spot camera system is complete with 
a crystal clear Digital 7” LED color monitor with mirror image 
capability, a 3 channel multiplexer (can connect additional 
cameras) with automatic system switch, 120° CCD side cam-
era (right or left side) with 30 foot Infra-red night vision and 
all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The sys-
tem is completely waterproof with an IP68 rating, strong and 
reliable, shock resistant, with a 15G vibration rating (highest 
in the industry), and comes with a full year warranty.
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RVS-7706135 
Backup Camera System with Side Camera

This 2 camera system is complete with a crystal clear 7” LED 
color monitor with mirror image capability, a 3 channel mul-
tiplexer (can connect additional cameras) with automatic sys-
tem switch, two (2) 130° CCD cameras with 50 foot Infra-red 
night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts you 
will need. The cameras are completely waterproof with an 
IP68/IP69K rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant, with a 
20G vibration rating (highest in the industry), and the system 
comes with a full year warranty.
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RVS-770619N 
Backup Camera System with 
7” Replacement Mirror Monitor 
This amazing backup camera system is complete with a col-
or 7” TFT-LCD Digital Rear View Mirror Monitor with distance 
grid lines which replaces the existing rear view mirror inside 
the vehicle. The mirror monitor fits all Ford, Chevy, Dodge 
and Sprinter vehicles from 2010 and on-wards. Simply se-
lect your vehicle type from the drop-down menu and we 
will provide the correct mounting bracket for that type. For 
all other vehicles, we will provide a button to attach to the 
windshield to mount the monitor. 

RVS-MM619 
Backup Camera System for Mercedes-Benz
Metris Vans
This system is complete with a crystal clear color 7” Digital 
LED Monitor with distance grid lines and one (1) Backup 
Camera with 170° viewing angle, which fits perfectly on all 
Mercedes-Benz Metris vans, and all the wires, connectors 
and mounts you will need. The system is completely weath-
erproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock resis-
tant and comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-770619P 
Backup Camera System with 7” Clip-On Mir-
ror Monitor

This amazing backup camera system is complete with a col-
or 7” TFT-LCD Digital Mirror Monitor with distance grid lines 
which attaches to the existing rear view mirror inside vehicle. 
The system has mirror image capability and a 3 channel mul-
tiplexer (can connect a DVD player or other cameras) with 
automatic system switch. The CCD 130° camera with 18 In-
fra-reds gives 50 foot Infra-red night vision. The backup cam-
era also boasts an IP69K weatherproof rating which means 
it can withstand all weather conditions. The system comes 
with all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The 
RVS-770619P backup camera system is strong and reliable, 
shock resistant, with a 20G vibration rating (highest in the 
industry), and comes with a full year warranty.
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RVS-816619 
Backup Camera System For Mercedes 
Sprinter Vans (Adjustable Lens) 
The Mercedes Sprinter Backup Camera System includes an 
adjustable lens, a crystal clear 7” Color LED digital mirror 
monitor with a 16:9 wide screen and distance grid lines, a 
3 channel multiplexer with automatic system switch, a 170° 
angle backup camera with night vision and all the wires, con-
nectors and mounts you will need. The system is completely 
weatherproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, and 
shock resistant, with a 10G vibration rating (highest in the 
industry). This backup camera system works on Mercedes 
Sprinter models from 2007-2016 (New Body Sprinters).

RVS-916619 
Backup Camera System 
For Sprinter Vans 
This Sprinter Backup Camera System is complete with a crys-
tal clear 7” COLOR LED Digital Clip-on Mirror Monitor with a 
16:9 wide screen and distance grid lines, a 3 channel multi-
plexer (can connect additional cameras) with automatic sys-
tem switch, a 130° angle backup camera with night vision 
and all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The 
Sprinter Rear View Backup Camera System is completely 
waterproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock 
resistant, with a 10G impact rating (highest in the industry), 
and comes with a full year warranty. This backup camera 
system works on Sprinter models from 2007-2015, (New 
Body Sprinters).

RVS-770913 
Backup Camera System For Chevrolet Ex-
press Vans

This Chevy Express Van backup camera system is complete 
with a crystal clear DIGITAL 7” LED color monitor with dis-
tance grid lines, a 3 channel multiplexer (can connect a DVD 
player or other cameras) with automatic system switch, 
130° MT9V136 rear backup camera with night vision and all 
the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The Chevy 
Express Rear View Backup Camera system is completely 
waterproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock 
resistant, with a 10G impact rating (highest in the industry), 
and comes with a full year warranty. Only works on models 
2003 through 2015. This backup camera system also works 
on Chevy-Savannah models 2003-2015.

RVS-770923 
Backup Camera System for Ford Econoline 
Vehicles
his Ford E-series Econoline van backup camera system 
is complete with a crystal clear 7” LED Digital Panel Color 
Monitor with distance grid lines, a 3 channel multiplexer 
with automatic system switch, a 170° backup camera with 
night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts you 
will need. The rear view camera is completely weatherproof 
with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant with 
a 10G vibration rating (highest in the industry) and the sys-
tem comes with a full year warranty.
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RVS-920619 
Backup Camera System for 2015-17 Ford 
Transit Cargo Vans 
This Backup Camera System for the Ford Transit cargo van 
comes with a 7” LED Digital Color Monitor which clips onto the 
existing rear view mirror in the Transit van and a 170° Backup 
Camera mounted in a third brake light housing. This housing 
allows the camera to mount by simply replacing the third brake 
light in the Transit vans for a clean, factory-like install. The sys-
tem comes complete with a three channel multiplexer, which 
allows connection of two more cameras and all the cables and 
mounts necessary for installation. 
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RVS-770913-S 
Backup Camera System 
For GMC Savana Vans 

The Backup Camera For GMC Savana Vans includes a crystal 
clear digital 7” LED color monitor with distance grid lines, a 
3 channel multiplexer with automatic system switch, a 130° 
MT9V136 rear backup camera with night vision and all the 
wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The system is 
completely weatherproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reli-
able, and shock resistant, with a 10G vibration rating (highest 
in the industry). Works on GMC Savana and Chevy Express 
models from 2003-2016.

RVS-912619P  
Backup Camera System For Nissan NV Vans 

This Nissan NV Backup Camera System  is complete with a 
crystal clear 7” COLOR LED Digital Clip-On Mirror Monitor 
with 16:9 wide screen and distance grid lines, a 3 channel 
multiplexer (can connect a DVD player or other cameras) 
with automatic system switch, a 130° angle backup camera 
with night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts 
you will need. The Nissan NV Rear View Backup Camera sys-
tem is completely waterproof with an IP68 rating, strong and 
reliable, shock resistant, with a 10G impact rating (highest in 
the industry), and comes with a full year warranty. This Nis-
san NV Backup Camera works on 1500, 2500 and 3500 series, 
Nissan NV Bodies 2012 -2015.

RVS-917619 
Backup Camera System with Universal Third 
Brake Light Camera
This backup camera system comes with a Mirror Mounted 
Monitor which clips onto your existing rear view mirror and 
a camera mounted in a brake light housing. The 7” LED Color 
Monitor comes with adjustable grid lines that can be turned 
on or off. Its installation is flexible with the Brake Light Cam-
era able to mount to any flat surface, making this system ide-
al for a wide variety of vehicles. The system comes included 
with all parts necessary for installation.
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RVS-919619N 
Backup Camera System for Nissan NV200 
Vans
This backup camera system for the Nissan NV200 van is com-
plete with a color 7” TFT-LCD Digital Rear View Mirror Mon-
itor with distance grid lines which replaces the existing rear 
view mirror inside the vehicle. The camera with this system 
is completely waterproof and mounts right underneath the 
third brake light in the NV200 for a clean, factory-like install. 
The system is complete with mirror image capability and a 
three channel multiplexer with automatic system switch 
which allows connection of up to three cameras. With all 
components necessary for installation included, this system 
is ready for install right out of the box!

RVS-918718 
Backup Camera System for Dodge Promas-
ter Vans
This Backup Camera System comes specific for the Dodge 
Promaster vehicles with a camera that fits in the third brake 
light on the Promaster vans and a mirror mounted monitor 
with a mounting bracket specific for Dodge vehicles. The 
G-Series monitor replaces the existing rear view mirror for a 
clean look. Its screen is 4.3 inches wide and pushed to the left 
of the mirror to be more easily viewed by the driver. For an 
absolute perfect backing up experience, this monitor comes 
with adjustable grid lines, allowing you to adjust the grid lines 
to be completely accurate. It is controlled with illuminated 
touch screen buttons.

RVS-924718-CE 
Backup Camera System for 
Chevy City Express Vans
This Backup Camera System comes specific for the Dodge 
Promaster vehicles with a camera that fits in the third brake 
light on the Promaster vans and a mirror mounted monitor 
with a mounting bracket specific for Dodge vehicles. The 
G-Series monitor replaces the existing rear view mirror for a 
clean look. Its screen is 4.3 inches wide and pushed to the left 
of the mirror to be more easily viewed by the driver. For an 
absolute perfect backing up experience, this monitor comes 
with adjustable grid lines, allowing you to adjust the grid 
lines to be completely accurate. It is controlled with illumi-
nated touch screen buttons.

RVS-776619N 
Backup Camera System for Ford Transit-Con-
nect Vehicles
This Ford Transit Connect backup camera system is com-
plete with a crystal clear 7” LED color monitor with distance 
grid lines and an OEM backup camera that installs like a fac-
tory made camera. The rear view monitor fits all Ford, Chevy, 
Dodge and Sprinter vehicles from 2010 and on-wards. Sim-
ply select your vehicle type from the dropdown menu and we 
will provide the correct mounting bracket for that type. For 
all other vehicles, we will provide a button to attach to the 
windshield to mount the monitor.
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“ Zenith Motors is now outfitting every one of our 100%-electric vans, trucks, 
and buses with a RVS camera system before they are delivered to the customer.

We have close to a hundred cameras in the field now coast-to-coast and the 
quality and reliability is superior to even much more expensive systems avail-
able from vehicle OEMs. The large display screen gives a quality driver experi-
ence with excellent picture quality and automatic dimming, and the modular 

system allows for great flexibility and easy installation.”

Mark Winterink
Zenith Motors
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RVS-776718 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System 

This system is complete with color 4.3” TFT-LCD Mirror Moni-
tor which attaches to the existing rear view mirror in vehicle. 
The system has mirror image capability with distance grid 
lines, a 3 channel multiplexer (can connect a DVD player or 
other cameras) with automatic system switch, 170° camera 
with night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts 
you will need. The system is completely waterproof with an 
IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant with a 10G 
impact rating (highest in the industry) and comes with a full 
year warranty.

RVS-770718 
Backup Camera System with 
Replacement Mirror Monitor

This system is complete with a color 4.3” TFT-LCD Mirror Mon-
itor which attaches to the windshield in the vehicle, replacing 
the existing rear view mirror. The system has mirror image 
capability with distance grid lines, a power harness with two 
camera inputs, a 130° CCD camera with 50 foot Infra-red 
night vision and all the wires, connectors and mounts you will 
need. The distance grid lines with this system are adjustable 
which means that regardless where you mount the camera,  
the grid lines will display correctly. The camera is completely 
waterproof with an IP69K rating, strong and reliable, shock 
resistant, with a 20G vibration rating (highest in the industry), 
and the system comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-778718N 
Backup Camera System with 
Replacement Mirror Display 
This system is complete with color 4.3” TFT-LCD Mirror Mon-
itor which replaces the existing rear view mirror in the ve-
hicle. The system has mirror image capability with distance 
grid lines, a power harness with two camera inputs, a 170° 
camera with night vision and all the wires, connectors and 
mounts you will need. The system is completely waterproof 
with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, shock resistant with 
a 10G impact rating (highest in the industry) and comes with 
a full year warranty.

RVS-770VSOR  
Backup Camera System with 
Visor Monitor 
A monitor built into the sun visor is perfect for keeping this 
camera system out of the way when not in use. Simply fold 
up the visor and the display will be hidden! To view the back-
up camera simply fold down the visor and you’ll see a crystal 
clear color image on the digital display. The backup camera 
comes with a completely waterproof encasing and 18 In-
fra-red lights for perfect vision even on the darkest night. All 
components necessary for installation are included in the 
box and the system comes with a one year warranty.
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RVS-776718-DODGE 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System for Dodge

This Backup Camera System comes with a 718 Mirror Monitor 
made with a mounting bracket specific for Dodge vehicles. 
This monitor will fit easily onto the windshield of all Dodges 
without any adjustments needed. Paired with the monitor in 
this system is the 776 Camera which despite its small size is 
powerfully built to withstand all weather conditions. 

RVS-776718-BB 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with Built-
In Dash Camera
The monitor with this backup camera system not only pro-
vides the view of the backup camera on its 4.3” screen but also 
comes attached with a forward facing camera which records 
high definition video footage out the front windshield. An SD 
card slot allows recordings on SD cards up to 32GB and when 
card is full, recording will loop and start overwriting the oldest 
footage. It comes with optional GPS so that (if wanted) the ve-
hicle’s exact location and speed will be recorded as well.

RVS-776718-D 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with Auto 
Dimming
For a backup camera system which fits almost any vehicle 
and is virtually invisible, look no further than the G-Series 
Camera System. This system features the legendary G-Series 
Monitor and the 776 Camera which despite its small size is 
powerfully built to withstand all weather conditions.
With auto-dimming this mirror monitor will reduce headlight 
glare to the driver and display the backup camera. It’s super 
bright 4.3” display keeps the driver informed of what’s be-
hind him and the auto dimming reduces glare.

RVS-776718-BT 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with Blue-
tooth
For a backup camera system which fits almost any vehicle and 
is virtually invisible, look no further than the G-Series Camera 
System. This system features the legendary G-Series Monitor 
and the 776 Camera which despite its small size is powerfully 
built to withstand all weather conditions. Our Bluetooth Mir-
ror Monitor displays the backup camera and provides hands 
free control to your mobile phone. Its Bluetooth function 
allows it to connect to your smartphone and gives you the 
control to make and answer calls directly through the mirror! 
Music can also be played through this connection and the 
phone’s voice recognition can be accessed by pressing the 
microphone button on the monitor allowing you to make a 
call, play music or get directions, by simply saying so!
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RVS-776718-DOS 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with Auto 
Dimming and OnStar 
For a backup camera system which fits almost any vehicle 
and is virtually invisible, look no further than the G-Series 
Camera System. This system features the legendary G-Series 
Monitor and the 776 Camera which despite its small size is 
powerfully built to withstand all weather conditions. In ad-
dition to providing a display for your backup camera this 
mirror monitor also comes with auto-dimming and OnStar. 
This means that together with it’s reflective abilities, it also 
dims reflected headlights automatically to reduce distraction 
to the driver. With built-in OnStar, all OnStar features and 
benefits are available with this monitor with just a push of 
a button.

RVS-776718-NAVBT 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with 
Navigation and Bluetooth
 For a backup camera system which fits almost any vehicle 
and is virtually invisible, look no further than the G-Series 
Camera System. This system features the legendary G-Series 
Monitor and the 776 Camera which despite its small size is 
powerfully built to withstand all weather conditions.
This mirror monitor bundles a whole range of features into 
one unit. It acts as a rear view mirror, displays the backup 
camera, comes with complete GPS Navigation and has full 
Bluetooth capabilities. This monitor will direct you to your 
destination with the safety of a backup camera and the ease 
of hands free bluetooth.

RVS-776718-CT 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with Com-
pass and Temperature 

Want the convenience of a backup camera displayed on your 
mirror but like the features on your factory rear view mirror? 
With this replacement mirror monitor there will be no sac-
rificing! You can replace your rear view mirror, display your 
backup camera and still get the features you love like built-in 
compass and temperature. With all these functions as well as 
a backup camera display, replacing your rear view mirror has 
never been easier!
The backup camera is completely waterproof with an IP68 
rating and boasts excellent night vision. The system comes 
included with all parts necessary for installation and a one 
year warranty.

RVS-776718-DCT  
G-SERIES Camera System with Auto 
Dimming, Compass, Temperature 

Want the convenience of a backup camera displayed on your 
mirror but like the features on your factory rear view mir-
ror? With this replacement mirror monitor there will be no 
sacrificing! You can replace your rear view mirror, display 
your backup camera and still get features like auto-dimming, 
compass and temperature! With all these built-in features, 
replacing your rear view mirror has never been easier!
The backup camera is completely waterproof with an IP68 
rating and boasts excellent night vision. The system comes 
included with all parts necessary for installation and a one 
year warranty.
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RVS-776718-5 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with 5” 
Android Operated Display
For a backup camera system which fits almost any vehicle 
and is virtually invisible, look no further than the G-Series 
Camera System. This system features the legendary G-Series 
Monitor and the 776 Camera which despite its small size is 
powerfully built to withstand all weather conditions.
The monitor runs off the Android operating system and al-
lows connection to WiFi networks for full internet browsing. 
The Google Play store is also available from this monitor al-
lowing you to download any app available on the Android 
market! It comes with 8GB of built-in storage and can handle 
microSD cards up to 32GB.

RVS-776718-PS 
G-SERIES Backup Camera System with Back-
up Sensors 
Sensors and a backup camera. Now that’s a good way to 
protect your vehicle! Both the sensors and backup camera 
with this system connect to the replacement mirror moni-
tor which attaches straight to the vehicle’s windshield. This 
mirror monitor is reflective and will act as a rear view mirror, 
display the backup camera and alert you audibly from the 
backup sensors. What a way to stay safe!

RVS-772718 
Backup Camera System with Flush Mount 
Camera and Mirror Monitor
This system is complete with a color 4.3” TFT-LCD Mirror Mon-
itor which attaches to the windshield, replacing the existing 
rear view mirror inside the vehicle. The system has mirror 
image capability, a power harness with two camera inputs, 
a 120° camera with 30 foot Infra-red night vision and all the 
wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The camera is 
completely waterproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reli-
able, shock resistant with a 15G vibration rating (highest in 
the industry) and the system comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-776718-HBB 
G-Series Backup Camera System with 
Built-In Hidden Dash Camera
The monitor with this backup camera system not only pro-
vides the view of the backup camera on its 4.3” screen but 
also comes with a built-in hidden dash camera to record full 
HD video out the front windshield. An SD card slot allows 
recordings on SD cards up to 32GB and when card is full, 
recording will loop and start overwriting the oldest footage. 
This system also includes parking mode, motion detection 
and a G-Sensor for event recording.
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RVS-PICKUP 
Backup Camera System 
For Pickup Trucks 
This system features the legendary G-Series Monitor and the 
RVS-606 Camera which despite its small size is powerfully 
built to withstand all weather conditions. The G-Series moni-
tor replaces the existing rear view mirror for a clean look. Its 
screen is 4.3 inches wide and pushed to the left of the mirror 
to be more easily viewed by the driver. This monitor comes 
with adjustable grid lines, allowing for a perfect backing up 
experience regardless of where you mount the camera. The 
tailgate camera is a crystal clear 170° MT9V136 backup cam-
era with excellent night vision. The rear view camera is com-
pletely weatherproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, 
and shock resistant with a 10G vibration rating (highest in 
the industry). The tailgate camera mounts to the handle and 
looks OEM and flush with the vehicle. The camera is very 
easy to install and makes hitching and backing up easy.

RVS-776718-FL 
G-Series Backup Camera System with 
Frameless Mirror Monitor
An innovative twist on our landmark RVS-776718 G-Se-
ries backup camera system, the RVS-776718-FL features a 
frameless display ( allowing for a wider view and cleaner 
install) and the 776 Camera which despite its small size 
is powerfully built to withstand all weather conditions. 
The system is equipped with a 4.3” touch screen monitor 
pushed to the left of the mirror to be more easily viewed 
by the driver, and the entire surface is reflective and acts 
as a mirror. The camera has an IP68 rating which makes it 
completely weatherproof and boasts excellent night vision. 

RVS-776718-4CH 
G-Series 4 Channel Backup
Camera System
The RVS-776718-4CH has 4 channels, allowing you to con-
nect and view 4 cameras. The system features the legend-
ary G-Series Monitor and the 776 Camera, which is built 
to withstand all weather conditions The G-Series monitor 
replaces the existing rear view mirror for a clean look. Its 
screen is 4.3 inches wide and pushed to the left of the mir-
ror to be more easily viewed by the driver. The backup cam-
era in this system is surface mounted and can fit almost any 
vehicle. This slick compact design makes the camera virtu-
ally invisible. The camera has an IP68 rating which makes it 
completely weatherproof and boasts excellent night vision. 

RVS-718F150 
Backup Camera System for Ford F150 
Pickup Trucks 
This camera system installs into the F150 as a factory in-
stalled camera system and comes with all parts and cables 
needed to install. The backup camera replaces the existing 
tailgate handle for a sleek OEM look. It boasts a 170 degree 
CCD lense which displays rich color at daytime and has ex-
cellent night vision for low light settings. This backup camera 
will fit all F150 (and F250) bodies from 2008 through 2015.
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RVS-776718-FLML 
G-Series Backup Camera System with Frame-
less Mirror Monitor and Mirrorlink
For a backup camera system which fits almost any vehicle 
and is virtually invisible, look no further than the G-Series 
Camera System.  A modern take on a classic, the RVS-718-
FLML features a frame-less design , mirrorlink technology 
and a waterproof compact camera. This touchscreen system 
is equipped with a 4.3” display placed to the left of the mir-
ror while the entire surface is reflective and acts as a mirror. 
MirrorLink enables you to view your mobile phone on your 
mirror monitor through WiFi and standard programs like 
DLNA, Miracast and Air Play. Navigate your trip, select and 
listen to music, or play games on your mirror monitor, all 
with your cell phone! 

RVS-FSERIES 
Backup Camera System for Pickup Trucks 

This F-series camera system is complete with a crystal clear 
7” DIGITAL LED COLOR monitor with distance grid lines which 
attaches to the existing rear view mirror inside the vehicle, 
a 3 channel multiplexer (can connect a DVD player or oth-
er cameras) with automatic system switch, a 170° MT9V136 
camera with night vision and all the wires, connectors and 
mounts you will need. The rear view camera system is com-
pletely waterproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, 
shock resistant with a 10G impact rating (highest in the in-
dustry) and comes with a full year warranty. The F SERIES 
camera mounts to the handle and looks OEM and flush with 
the vehicle. The camera is very easy to install and makes 
hitching and backing up easy.

RVS-MV1619P 
Backup Camera System with 
MV1 Camera
 TThis camera system is complete with a crystal clear 7” DIG-
ITAL LED COLOR monitor which attaches to the existing rear 
view mirror in vehicle, a 3 channel multiplexer with automatic 
system switch, a 170° MT9V136 camera with night vision and 
all the wires, connectors and mounts you will need. The cam-
era system is designed specifically for MV-1 accessible vehi-
cles with a camera that fits perfectly on it’s rear. It mounts 
upside down on top of the license plate area and looks OEM 
and flush with the vehicle. The camera is very easy to install 
and makes hitching and backing up easy. The camera is com-
pletely weatherproof with an IP68 rating, strong and reliable, 
shock resistant, with a 10G vibration rating and the system 
comes with a full year warranty.

DEDICATED
TO ROAD
SAFETY
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WIRELESS CAMERA SYSTEMS
Using mirrors alone will inevitably leave vulnerable blind spots and zones 
unable to be seen while driving. These blind zones can potentially endanger 
you, as well as the people and property nearby. Vehicle safety products, such 
as a wireless backup camera will give you a real-time and clear view of what is 
behind your vehicle. Our wireless backup camera systems provide the view 
behind your vehicle with the convenience of not running cables through your 
vehicle. 



RVS-155W
Wireless Backup Camera System with 5” 
Singe Screen Display 
(available with Furrion Bracket)
This high quality sensor system is a complete package that 
works independently of other systems and comes with ev-
erything needed for installation. Its 4 sensors mount on the 
rear bumper of a vehicle and it comes with a small console 
that’s placed in the front of the vehicle. The console displays 
the distance you have behind your car and has a speaker 
which beeps the closer you get to an obstacle behind you. 
The sensors, control module and all cabling in this system 
are waterproof allowing for an easiest install.

255W-FB
Wireless Backup Camera System with
5” Single Screen Display (Dual Channel)
with Furrion Bracket
Part of our new SimpleSight™ Series, this system comes with 
one camera and has the ability to add a second. The system 
boasts a 100’ digital wireless range for each camera which 
is guaranteed to work even at highway speeds. Installation 
takes less than an hour and the system comes with instant 
pair which allows the driver to pair camera to monitor with-
out leaving the cab.

RVS-355W
SimpleSight™ Wireless Camera System
7” Monitor with Wired Side Camera Inputs
A camera system perfect for truck and trailer applications. 
The wireless backup camera installs easily onto the rear of 
the trailer and with two wired camera inputs, side cameras 
can be added to the sides of the vehicle. InstantPair. Simply 
attach trailer and pair the system without leaving the cab.
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RVS-2CAM
Wireless Backup Camera System with Dual 
Screen Monitor
Our Wireless Dual Camera System comes with a digital wire-
less connection and a split screen monitor to view two cam-
eras at the same time. With this new wireless technology, we 
guarantee no interference for up to 70ft! The backup camera 
is completely waterproof with an IP68 rating and comes with 
Infra-red night vision. With no need to run cabling through 
the vehicle, the installation time for this system is under one 
hour!
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RVS-020813
WiFi Backup Camera System 

This magnificent backup camera connects wirelessly to your 
mobile device allowing you to see the camera view on your 
device’s screen! It comes with a camera and wireless trans-
mitter which are both weatherproof and connect to power in 
the back of the vehicle. To view the camera on your mobile 
device, simply download the free app called “GoVue” from 
the App Store or Google Play Store, connect your device to 
the WiFi Network called “GoVue” and you will be able to see 
the camera view on the GoVue app!

RVS-4CAM
Wireless Backup Camera System
7” Quad View Display with Built-in DVR
Added safety, multiple configurations and easy install is 
what this wireless backup camera system is all about. With a 
quad view display, the system can connect and view simulta-
neously up to four cameras and can even record video foot-
age from each camera individually! Footage records onto an 
SD card and loops over oldest recordings when the card gets 
full. Perfect for RV’s, Trucks, Trailers and all commercial ve-
hicles, this system is ahead of the game when it comes to 
vehicle safety.

RV-EYE
Rv-EyeTM WiFi Camera

The RV-Eye™ is a WiFi camera system designed specifically 
for RV’s that fits any budget. Install the weatherproof camera 
on the side of the RV, connect it to the WiFi transmitter and 
view the camera feed on your mobile device! With this con-
venient camera you can view who’s at the RV door, keep an 
eye on the RV from a distance and even record those special 
moments that happen on the road.

DEDICATED
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“The RVS back up monitoring system has been used in our products for over 18 
months with great success and customer acceptance.  The supporting technic-
al service and day to day support has been outstanding and continues to be a 
strength of the RVS overall value. 
We are proud to be an OEM who provides a solid and quality product, and will 
continue to do so with supporting quality materials and amenities such as the  
rear view safety systems.”

Chuck Olsen
Coachmen Industries

Class C Production
Division of Forest River



RVS-020770
Commercial Grade WiFi Backup Camera 
System

This magnificent backup camera connects wirelessly to your 
smartphone allowing you to see the camera view on your 
smartphone screen! It comes with a completely weather-
proof CCD camera with 18 infrared lights and a WiFi trans-
mitter which connects to power in the back of the vehicle. 
To view the camera on your smartphone, simply download 
the free GoVue app from the App Store or Google Play Store 
and the camera and smartphone will be able to connect via 
a WiFi connection. With this camera system, not only will you 
be able to view the camera on your phone but you’ll be able 
to record straight to your phone as well! The footage will save 
straight to the app on your smartphone allowing many hours 
of recording. Still shots can be saved from the camera view 
as well.

RVS-091406
Wireless Backup Camera System
With Cigarette Lighter Adapter

Convenience and easy installation is the name of the game 
with this Digital Wireless Backup Camera System. Its 4.3” 
Monitor connects straight to the cigarette lighter and comes 
with a suction cup mount for easy mounting. This system 
boasts a digital wireless connection which guarantees no in-
terference for up to 70ft so that you get the greatest picture 
at all times. Its 130° MT9V136 camera comes with 9 Infra-red 
night vision lights which enable you to see in total darkness. 
The system comes complete with all wires, mounts and con-
nections you will need. With an IP68 rating this camera is 
strong and reliable, shock resistant with a 10G impact rating, 
and comes with a full year warranty.

RVS-091407
Wireless Backup Camera System with Mirror 
Monitor

The new Digital Wireless Backup Camera System will revolu-
tionize the backup camera industry. The new digital wireless 
camera guarantees no interference up to 70ft so you get a 
great and beautiful picture at all times. The system is com-
plete with a color 4.3” TFT-LCD Mirror Monitor with distance 
grid lines which attaches to the existing rear view mirror in 
vehicle. The camera boasts a 130° MTV136 High Definition 
camera with 9 Infra-red night vision lights which enables you 
to see in total darkness. The backup system comes with all 
the wires, connectors and mounts you will need.

RVS-83112 
Wireless Hitch Camera 

This small magnetic wireless camera offers hitching at an 
ease. Its wireless connectivity is digital providing an uninter-
rupted connection for distances up to 70ft! The camera is 
battery operated (9 volt) and has a powerful magnetic base 
which can attach to the back of your vehicle for each hitch-
ing. The 3.5” monitor offers a great view of the ball and sur-
rounding areas and plugs straight into your cigarette lighter. 
The RVS-83112 is included with a full year warranty.
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RVS-83112-WIFI 
WiFi Hitch Camera 

This small magnetic hitch camera connects via WiFi to your 
mobile device allowing you to see the camera view on your 
device’s screen. Record footaage and save pictures on your 
mobile app. The strong WiFi signal provides an uninterrupt-
ed connection for distances up to 50ft! The camera is pow-
ered by a rechargeable battery and has a powerful magnetic 
base which can attach to the back of your vehicle for each 
hitching. 

RVS-577FW 
Wireless Safety Camera System for Forklifts
with 5” Dual Screen Display

Our new wireless camera system was designed specifically 
with forklifts in mind. The RVS-577FW will hasten every job 
in which forklifts are involved. The system includes a 5.6” 
LCD wireless monitor and a wireless camera with an IP69K 
waterproof rating, as well as all the components required 
for a quick and simple installation. The magnetic camera in 
placed on the fork, and instant pair allows you to pair the 
system without leaving your seat. You can install and start 
using the system in under 10 minutes. 

RVS-5350-W 
Wireless Backup Camera System with
Built-In Sensors

With sensors built right into this wireless backup camera, 
this system offers enhanced safety by displaying the view 
behind your vehicle and the distance before objects. Its 
wireless connectivity allows for a very quick and easy install 
without having to run cabling through the vehicle from the 
camera to monitor. The camera boasts a 120° viewing angle 
together with an IP68 waterproof rating allowing it to func-
tion perfectly in all weather conditions. The 4.3” LED display 
shows the backup camera view and the distance behind the 
vehicle. With this system you’ll be able to see and be warned 
audibly about objects behind your vehicle.

RVS-83112-BA 
Wireless Hitch Camera with 
Rechargeable Battery 

This small magnetic wireless camera offers hitching at an 
ease. Its wireless connectivity is digital providing an unin-
terrupted connection for distances up to 70ft! The camera 
is powered by a rechargeable battery (included) and has a 
powerful magnetic base which can attach to the back of your 
vehicle for each hitching. The 3.5” monitor offers a great 
view of the ball and surrounding areas and plugs straight 
into your cigarette lighter. 
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The future of wireless is here! Use this wireless transmitter to 
turn any camera into a wireless camera. The RVS-DS allows 
you to add any one of our backup cameras to the RVS-2CAM, 
RVS-4CAM wireless systems. Wireless transmitter works at 
a range of 70 feet. No need to spend hours running cabling 
through your vehicle, simply use this system to connect your 
camera and monitor without the wiring hassle.

RVS-DS
Wireless Transmitter 

RVS-550W
Wireless Transmitters (digital)

Make any camera wireless! This transmitter can connect to 
any one of our cameras allowing it to wirelessly connect to 
any monitor with RCA inputs. Simply plug the camera into 
the transmitter and the receiver into the monitor and the 
two will communicate wirelessly! No need to spend hours 
running cabling through your vehicle, simply use this sys-
tem to connect your camera and monitor without the wiring 
hassle. Transmitters are completely waterproof with an IP68 
rating and can therefore be mounted inside or outside the 
vehicle.

RVS-208
WiFi Transmitter (Any Camera)

WiFi Transmitter to connect to any one of our backup cam-
eras, allowing the camera to be viewed on a mobile device. 
Transmitter connects to camera and creates a WiFi network 
that can be connected to on any device with WiFI capabilities. 
Simply download the GoVue app from the Apple App Store 
or Google Play Store to view the camera feed on your mobile 
device!

Commercial 
Grade

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
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CAMERA SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
From camera cables, extension cables, mounting brackets, adapter cables, power connections and quick 
connect cables, the Rear View Safety accessory department has it all. Whatever safety device you choose 
we have every accessory for your needs. 
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EXTENSION CABLES

RVS-106
8.5’ Monitor Exten-
sion Cable

RVS-101N
9’ Camera Extension 
Cable

RVS-105N
49’ Camera Exten-
sion Cable

RVS-107
26’ Monitor Exten-
sion Cable

RVS-103N
26’ Camera Exten-
sion Cable

RVS-108N
65’ Camera Exten-
sion Cable

RVS-109
8’ Monitor Cable

RVS-104N
33’ Camera Exten-
sion Cable

RVS-820
6” Camera Cable

RVS-823
8’ Camera Cable

RVS-882
21’ Camera Cable

RVS-826N
33’ Camera Cable

RVS-885
50’ Camera Cable

RVS-828
90’ Camera Cable

RVS-821
7’ Camera Cable

RVS-881
16’ Camera Cable

RVS-883
29’ Camera Cable

RVS-884
40’ Camera Cable

RVS-825N
66’ Camera Cable

CAMERA CABLES
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MOUNTING BRACKETS

RVS-422
U-Bracket for 7” Monitor

RVS-421
Flushmount for 7 Inch Monitor

RVS-405
License Plate Bracket 
for Flush Mount Cam-
era

RVS-MOUNT
Monitor Mount

RVS-1425
Magnetic Mounting 
Pad for Backup 
Camera

RVS-401
License Plate 
Bracket

RVS-402
RAM Mount-Suction 
Cup Model

RVS-619UM
Windshield Mounting Arm

RVS-1414
Flexible Monitor Mount
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RVS-MOUNT
Monitor Mount

RVS-1425
Magnetic Mounting 
Pad for Backup 
Camera

A
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MOUNTING BRACKETS

CAMERA WASHING SYSTEM

RVS-1415
Extendable Monitor 
Mount

RVS-1416
Flexible Monitor Mount

RVS-1418
Monitor Mount

RVS-1417
Monitor Mount

RVS-1419
Monitor Mount

RVS-1420
Double Swivel 
Monitor Mount

RVS-LC105
Camera Washing System

Camera lens getting dirty? Having trouble seeing the view behind your 
vehicle? With this camera washing system, troubles like these will be of 
the past! Simply clip the washer onto the side of your camera lens and 
whenever the lens gets dirty, wash it clean with the push of a button! 
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ADAPTERS

5 Pin Female to RCA 
Female Adapter

RCA5

5 Pin Male to RCA 
Male Adapter

RCA5-AM

5 Pin Male to RCA 
Female Adapter

RCA5-M

RCA Extension Cable
RCA-E

Adapter for 2015
Sprinter Vans

RVS-SSMB
Adapter for 2013 
Sprinter Vans

Male Power Cable for 
RCA Adapters 

RVS-505

RCA-MPRCA-P
Female Power Cable 
for RCA Adapters
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ADAPTERS

Adapter Cable for ASA, Jensen and 
Voyager Backup Camera Systems 
(Female - Female)

Adapter Cable for ASA, Jensen and
Voyager Backup Camera Systems 
(Male - Female)

RVS-AD1 RVS-AD2
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Adapter Cable for Federal Signal 
and Safety Vision Backup Camera 
Systems (Male - Male)

RVS-AD6
Adapter Cable for ASA, Jensen and 
Voyager Backup Camera Systems 
(Male - Male)

RVS-JCE

Adapter Cable for Rosco and Zone 
Defense Backup Camera Systems 
(Male - Female)

RVS-AD7

Military
Grade
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QUICK CONNECT CABLES

Trailer Tow Quick Connect/
Disconnect for Multiple 
Cameras

RVS-2133
Trailer Tow Quick
Connect/Disconnect Kit

Trailer Tow Quick
Connect/Disconnect Kit

RVS-213 RVS-213-613

Multiplexer Control Box The Switcher  
RVS-501N RVS-501N-3

Power Harness  for Quick
Connect Systems

RVS-503

Portable Battery Pack 
RVS-506

Power Harness 
for Quad View System 

RVS-504
Four Channel Power Harness
with 4 Video Outputs 

RVS-5044

Power Cable 
RVS-PWR8

POWER CONNECTIONS
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Four Channel Power Harness
with 4 Video Outputs 

“I talked with customer service a couple times after purchasing and they were 
absolutely the BEST. They just confirmed that I had ordered from them and 
sent me what I needed. The rest of the world should take a lesson here. Good 
products but GREAT customer service and I work in the customer service in-
dustry. If only my local Cable Company was this easy....”

G.W.
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SENSOR SYSTEMS
Sensor systems work harmoniously with backup camera systems in that they 
alert the driver audibly so that he/she is aware of obstacles behind the vehicle, 
even without looking at the rear view monitor. 



RVS-115
Backup Sensor System

This high quality sensor system is a complete package that 
works independently of other systems and comes with ev-
erything needed for installation. Its 4 sensors mount on the 
rear bumper of a vehicle and it comes with a small console 
that’s placed in the front of the vehicle. The console displays 
the distance you have behind your car and has a speaker 
which beeps the closer you get to an obstacle behind you. 
The audio pulse intensity increases and the audio frequency 
changes as the vehicle backs closer to the obstacle. The sys-
tem is perfect for assisting in parking.

RVS-112
Backup Sensor Reversing System

The RVS-112 is a sensor system that integrates right into our 
backup camera systems. It uses a Y-Adapter to run the same 
cable as the backup camera through the vehicle and con-
nect to the monitor. The sensor system then displays on the 
monitor the distance to obstacles behind the vehicle togeth-
er with the view from the backup camera. It also will give you 
audible alerts from the monitor itself.

This high quality sensor system is a complete package that 
works independently of other systems and comes with ev-
erything needed for installation. Its 4 sensors mount on the 
rear bumper of a vehicle and it comes with a small console 
that’s placed in the front of the vehicle. The console displays 
the distance you have behind your car and has a speaker 
which beeps the closer you get to an obstacle behind you. 
The sensors, control module and all cabling in this system 
are waterproof allowing for an easiest install. 

RVS-115-W
Backup Sensor System (Waterproof)

RVS-112-W
Backup Sensor System (Waterproof)

The RVS-112-W is a sensor system that integrates right into 
our backup camera systems. It uses a Y-Adapter to run the 
same cable as the backup camera through the vehicle and 
connect to the monitor. The sensor system then displays 
on the monitor the distance to obstacles behind the vehicle 
together with the view from the backup camera. It also will 
give you audible alerts from the monitor itself. Everything in 
this system is completely waterproof, including the sensors, 
control module and all cabling allowing for an easier install. 
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The RVS-117 is a 4 sensor system that alerts the driver to 
potential hazards from the front and side of the vehicle. 
Ideal for buses or other heavy-duty vehicles, the system is 
equipped with 3 distinct warning zones that alert the driver 
to objects when they are varying distances away. Say good-
bye to blind spots while making wide turns! Installation is 
very easy and the sensors are completely waterproof with 
an IP67 rating, allowing you to use the system perfectly in all 
weather conditions.

RVS-117
Pedestrian Curbside Detection System

RVS-116
Forward Facing Sensor System

This sensor system is designed to mount on the front of your 
vehicle and alert you when you are getting too close to ob-
jects in your path. Four sensors mount to the front bumper 
and a module sits on your dash to alert you visually and au-
dibly from obstacles ahead.
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RVS-114
Wireless Backup Sensor System

With its waterproof control box and wireless connectivity, 
this Backup Sensor System is perfect for any commercial ve-
hicle. It comes with 4 sensors to mount to the back of the 
vehicle which connect to the control box which, due to its 
waterproof encasing, can be mounted inside or outside the 
vehicle. The control box connects wirelessly to the display 
which is placed inside the front of the vehicle, warning you 
both visually and audibly of hazards behind your vehicle.

RVS-111
Front and Rear Sensor System

The RVS-111 is the complete sensor system! This front and 
rear sensor system is designed to mount on the front and 
the back of your vehicle and alert you when you are getting 
too close to objects in your path. Four sensors mount to the 
front bumper, four sensors mount to the rear bumper, and 
the module sits on your dash to alert you visually and audibly 
of obstacles ahead. Two separate trigger wires allow you to 
activate the front sensors by braking, and the rear sensors 
by reversing. This module displays the distance you have be-
tween your car and the object, and also has a speaker which 
beeps the closer you get to an obstacle behind you. The sys-
tem is perfect for assisting in parking or driving down narrow 
roads. 
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RVS-BES02-MV
Microwave Blind Spot Sensor System

Our Blind Spot Sensor System mounts sensors on either 
side of the vehicle to alert you of vehicles in your side blind 
spots. One of the hardest to see areas around your vehicle 
while driving is the area slightly behind and to the side of 
the vehicle. This is precisley where these sensors mount to 
alert you of vehicles that would otherwise be hard to see. 
The visual alert for this system is strategically placed in the 
“A” pillar in the vehicle to be easily seen by the driver.

RVS-BES02
Blind Spot Sensor System

Our Blind Spot Sensor System mounts sensors on either side 
of the vehicle to alert you of vehicles in your side blind spots. 
One of the hardest to see areas around your vehicle while 
driving is the area slightly behind and to the side of the vehi-
cle. This is precisely where these sensors mount to alert you 
of vehicles that would otherwise be hard to see. The visual 
alert for this system is strategically placed in the “A” pillar in 
the vehicle to be easily seen by the driver.
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MOBILE DVR’S
DVR’s can be incredibly useful for both personal and commercial use. With a 
DVR installed, you’ll be able to record video footage from every camera con-
nected. This recorded footage can prove invaluable for accident and insurance 
reasons and for fleet owners to help manage and oversee vehicles. Compare 
the cost of the DVR to the information it provides and it really is a no-brainer!

 



RVS-8150 
MobileMuleTM 9 Channel Mobile DVR with 

The MobileMule™ 8150 is an nine channel Mobile DVR which 
can connect and record simultaneously up to 8 cameras (in 
addition to a forward facing IP camera). Footage records 
onto a 2.5 inch SATA hard drive with a 2TB capacity and 
recording can be mirrored onto an SD card with a capacity of 
128GB. With built-in GPS, this high capacity DVR will record 
the vehicle’s location and driving route as well as camera 
footage to provide the full picture from what’s happening on 
the road. Perfect for fleets of trucks and buses, the 8150 is 
vibration-proof and combines powerful functions together 
with a stable performance

The MobileMule™ 5500 is a highly functional mobile DVR 
designed for on-board vehicle recording. It has four ports 
to record up to four cameras simultaneously and an ether-
net port to connect a forward facing IP camera. The Mobile-
Mule™ 5500 comes with GPS which gives you the option of 
recording the location and driving route together with the 
video footage. The DVR can be connected to a monitor so 
that you can view the cameras in real time in addition to 
recording them and allows you to view each camera inde-
pendently or all together in a split view. The footage records 
onto two SD cards each with a 128gb capacity giving you a 
total of 256GB of storage capability. With a solid and com-
pact build, the MobileMule™ 5500 is vibration-proof, installa-
tion-friendly and combines powerful functions together with 
a stable performance.

RVS-5500
MobileMuleTM 5 Channel Mobile DVR 
with GPS

The MobileMule™ 5520 is a mobile DVR designed for on-
board vehicle recording which comes with remote live video 
viewing on a 3G/4G network. This means that you can easily 
view and download footage even while the vehicle is on the 
road! It has four ports to record up to four cameras simulta-
neously and an ethernet port to connect a forward facing IP 
camera. The system comes with GPS to record the vehicle lo-
cation and driving route as well. Footage records onto a hard 
drive (sold separately) expandable up to 2TB and is mirrored 
onto 1 SD card (sold separately) with a total storage capacity 
of 128GB. With a solid and compact build, the MobileMule™ 
5520 is vibration-proof, installation-friendly and combines 
powerful functions together with a stable performance.

 RVS-5520
MobileMuleTM 5 Channel Mobile DVR With 
GPS and Live Video Remote Viewing

 

RVS-2100
MobileMuleTM 2 Channel Mobile DVR

This compact DVR can record up to two cameras and can 
output the video feeds to view on a monitor. It records in 
MP4 compression and can handle resolution up to 640 x 480 
for each channel. Footage records onto an SD card which 
can be lock protected to avoid tampering and the device 
can handle SD cards up to 128GB. It has loop recording and 
alarms that can be set to trigger the recording on and off.
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Commercial 
Grade

RVS-97QUAD-DVR 
9” LED Digital Quad View 
Color Monitor With Built-In DVR 

This 9” Quad View Color Monitor comes with a Super 
Sharp Digital Display and a built-in DVR included with GPS 
recording! The monitor can view and record up to four 
cameras and comes with a separate microSD card slot for 
each. Each slot can also handle microSD cards up to 128GB 
allowing for many hours of recording from each camera. To 
top things off, the monitor comes with a touch screen and 
remote for easy navigation and control.

RVS-8170
MobileMuleTM 9 Channel Mobile DVR with 
GPS and Live Video Remote Viewing

The MobileMule™ 8170 is an nine channel mobile DVR de-
signed for on-board vehicle recording which comes with re-
mote live video viewing. This means that footage can be ac-
cessed even while the vehicle is on the road, as long as it has 
3G/4G service. This allows easy viewing and downloading 
of real time footage from the vehicle while it’s on the road! 
It has eight ports to record up to eight cameras simultane-
ously and an ethernet port to connect a forward facing IP 
camera. The system comes with GPS to record the vehicle 
location and driving route as well. Footage records onto a 
hard disk drive (sold separately) expandable up to 2TB, while 
also backing up the latest footage onto a 128GB SD Card! 
With a solid and compact build, the MobileMule™ 8170 is 
vibration-proof, installation-friendly and combines powerful 
functions together with a stable performance.
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“Martins Famous Pastry and MFPS Transport have been using Rear View Safety 
camera systems for over 5 years. We started with the 32 gig recording DVIR and 
now use the 2 card 128 gig DVIR. We really like the additional storage capacity. 
This allows for us to extend the amount of frames per second on the recording 
and capture the complete view. Our insurance company loves the availability of 
the footage and it has already paid for itself with accident claims. We also can 
use the footage for driver training. We use a 4 camera system on Tractor trailers 
and a 2 camera system on Route vans, the GPS and speed availability have also 
been useful in verifying drivers logs. The service and reliability of the people on 
staff at Rear View has been excellent. Rear View gets our recommendation.”

Dan Browell
Vehicle Maintenance Manager

MFPS Transport inc.
               
               
  



DRIVER FATIGUE SYSTEMS
With 60% of American drivers admitting to having driven while drowsy and 
37% admitting to haven fallen asleep at the wheel, drowsy driving is no joke. 
Our Driver Fatigue Systems are designed to combat this and help save lives 
from this serious driving hazard. These devices mount facing the driver and 
give off audio warnings when drowsiness is detected. Setup is incredibly 
straight forward and installation takes just minutes so that you can be driv-
ing safer in no time!
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RVS-MR688 
Driver Fatigue  Monitoring System

The MR688 is a vehicle safety product that can accurately 
predict drowsiness in drivers and alert them at such a time. 
It’s installation is instant and requires no calibration or setup. 
Simply place the camera on the dash facing the driver and it 
will detect the alertness of the person operating the vehicle, 
making sure their attention never wavers.

RVS-330
Vuemate Driver Fatigue System

Long distance driving at night? Worried of falling asleep at 
the wheel? With the new Driver Fatigue System from Vue-
mate these concerns are of the past! The system comes with 
a small camera that you mount on your dash facing the driv-
er which detects drowsiness in the driver’s eyes. Start nod-
ding off and the device will set off an alarm keeping you alert 
at all times. Its intelligent tracking algorithm keeps it very 
accurate in distinguishing between regular driving behavior 
and states of drowsiness. Installation takes minutes with no 
setup necessary. Simply plug it in, mount it and you’re good 
to go!

RVS-MR690
Warning Light for Driver Fatigue System

Sleepy drivers are not only a threat to themselves but to oth-
er drivers as well. This warning light mounts on the roof of 
the vehicle and will flash whenever the driver fatigue alarm
(RVS-MR688) goes off alerting surrounding drivers
to pay attention.

RVS-MR691
Vibration Cushion for Driver Fatigue 
Monitoring System

This cushion connects to the driver fatigue system (RVS-
MR688) and vibrates whenever the driver fatigue alarm goes 
off. Place this on the drivers seat and it will ensure the driver 
never drives sleepy again!

DRIVER FATIGUE ACCESSORIES
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DASH CAMERAS
Dash cameras are designed to mount to a vehicle’s windshield and record 
everything seen out the front of the vehicle. Their purpose is manifold; they 
come in great use in case of an accident for insurance reasons or to present 
to a court, they can be used to dispute traffic tickets and to protect against 
police brutality and they are a great way to record all the priceless moments 
that happen on the road.



DR650S-2CH
Blackvue 2 Channel Dash Camera (WiFi)

The BlackVue DR650S-2CH is a reliable and ideal dual-chan-
nel car dashcam for motorists who want to record driving 
scenes from both front and rear windows. Upgraded from 
the DR650S-2CH, this dash camera has all the features of the 
DR650S-2CH, plus more! The main camera, mounted on the 
front windshield, captures the entire road ahead while the 
rear camera, attached to the rear window, records what’s be-
hind you. The two cameras are connected with a high-qual-
ity coaxial cable and both record to the same microSD card. 
Built-in WiFi allows you to communicate with the dash cam 
via the free BlackVue App on your smartphone or tablet giv-
ing you the ability to watch recorded or live video without 
taking out the microSD card. A compact and sleek body in 
matte black makes it unnoticeable and its placement on the 
windshield does not affect the drivers vision.

DR650S-1CH
Blackvue 1 Channel 32GB Dash Camera
WiFi

The BlackVue DR650S-1CH is a reliable and ideal single chan-
nel dash-cam for motorists who simply want to record driv-
ing scenes from the front windshield. Upgraded from the 
DR650S-1CH, this dash camera has all the features of the 
DR650S-1CH just with some upgrades and additions. Full HD 
video quality catches detailed footage of driving and never 
misses a moment of what is going on in and around your ve-
hicle. Built-in Wi-Fi allows you to communicate with the dash 
camera via the free BlackVue App on your smartphone or 
tablet and allows you to watch recorded or live video with-
out removing the microSD card. A compact and sleek body in 
matte black makes it unnoticeable and its placement on the 
windshield does not affect the drivers vision. 

DR450-1CH
Blackvue 1 Channel 16GB Dash Camera

The BlackVue DR450-1CH is a compact dash camera that re-
cords in full HD 1080p at 30 FPS out your vehicle’s front wind-
shield. Perfect for fleet managers, or anyone who shares a 
car (parents, rideshare drivers), the BlackVue DR450-1CH 
features a lockable MicroSD card slot to prevent any data 
tampering. With a discrete design, the DR450-1CH is virtual-
ly invisible after installation. This allows you to focus on the 
road, knowing you’re always protected with your BlackVue. 
With a simple installation, you can start recording both in 
front of and behind your vehicle in a matter of minutes!

DR470-2CH
Blackvue 2 Channel 16GB Dash Camera

The BlackVue DR450-1CH is a compact dash camera that re-
cords in full HD 1080p at 30 FPS out your vehicle’s front wind-
shield. Perfect for fleet managers, or anyone who shares a 
car (parents, rideshare drivers), the BlackVue DR450-1CH 
features a lockable MicroSD card slot to prevent any data 
tampering. With a discrete design, the DR450-1CH is virtual-
ly invisible after installation. This allows you to focus on the 
road, knowing you’re always protected with your BlackVue. 
With a simple installation, you can start recording both in 
front of and behind your vehicle in a matter of minutes!
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DR650S-2CH-TRUCK
BlackVue Heavy Duty 2 Channel 32GB Dash 
Camera

With dual cameras, including a waterproof rear view cam-
era for external installation, the Blackvue DR650S-2CH Truck 
is ideal for heavy vehicles. The front camera boasts full HD 
(1920 x 1080) recording at 30fps, while the rear camera re-
cords in HD at 30fps. Both cameras have a wide 129° viewing 
angle. A high quality waterproof coaxial cable connects the 
front and rear cameras, ensuring no data loss or quality deg-
radation occurs when transferring between cameras. The 
rear camera is fitted with 6 Infra-red lights, allowing you to 
see objects even in the darkest night. The unit has a built-in 
GPS receiver that logs the vehicle position and speed. Using 
an installed Android or iOS app on your smart device you can 
see the vehicle location and precisely map the driving route. 
Built-in Wi-Fi allows you to communicate with the dashcam 
via the free Blackvue App on your smartphone or tablet and 
allows you to watch recorded or live video without removing 
the microSD card.

DR650S-2CH-IR
Blackvue 2 Channel 16GB Dash Camera with 
Interior Infra-red Lens

The new DR650S-2CH-IR dual camera dash cam is identical 
to the award winning DR650S-2CH dash camera with just a 
slight difference. The second camera in this case comes with 
Infra-red lights and is designed to record the inside of your 
vehicle even at night. It’s perfect for those wanting to record 
passengers in their vehicle (e.g. taxi, Uber and Lyft drivers) 
instead of the rear of the vehicle. 

DR490L-2CH
Blackvue 2CH 32GB Dash Camera

The BlackVue DR490L-2CH is a reliable touch screen du-
al-channel dash camera for motorists who want to record 
driving scenes from both front and rear windows. The main 
camera, mounted on the front windshield, captures the en-
tire road ahead while the rear camera, attached to the rear 
window, records what’s behind you. The system features a 
SONY Exmor CMOS sensor, excellent night vision, a bright 
3.5-inch touch screen, loop recording, and advanced driver 
assistance systems (ADAS). 
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LK-7900
Lukas Dash Camera with Full HD Video 
Recording and GPS

Smartly designed, the Lukas LK-7900 mounts to the wind-
shield and records full HD video (1920 x 1080p) at 30fps 
(frames per second) to provide beautifully crisp recordings 
of your drive. Its 135° viewing angle provides an all encom-
passing picture and with built-in GPS this dash camera re-
cords vehicle position and exact driving route as well. The 
G-Sensor allows the camera to separately store the recorded 
files during an impact and its high capacity memory support 
gives the camera the ability to accept SD cards up to a mas-
sive 256GB!

LK-7950
Lukas Dual Lens Dash Camera with WiFi and 
GPS

This dual lens dash camera boasts full HD (1920 x 1080p) vid-
eo recording for both its front and rear cameras! With built-
in WiFi, this dash camera allows you to connect to the cam-
era from your mobile device where you can see the camera 
view and watch recorded footage. Its front lens has a viewing 
angle of 135° (rear lens - 130°) and built-in GPS records the 
exact vehicle location and driving route in addition to the re-
corded video. The camera allows two cards (one SD card and 
one microSD card) for the two cameras and each can handle 
cards up to a whopping 256GB!

LK-9390
Lukas Dual Lens Dash Camera with GPS and 
ADAS

This dual lens dash camera comes with built-in ADAS (Ad-
vanced Driver Assistance Systems) which provides a host 
of safety features together with its full HD video recording. 
These features include a forward collision avoidance system 
as well as a lane departure warning system which help de-
crease road accidents. Both the front and rear cameras re-
cord in full HD and each record onto an SD card with a 512GB 
capacity. This gives you over a terabyte of total recording ca-
pabilities! Camera also comes with a 3.5” touch screen dis-
play to navigate easily through the camera settings. 

RVS-250C
Ultra HD Car Dash Camera

Some of life’s greatest moments take place on the road. 
The road however, can be an unpredictable place where 
incidents may occur at any time. The RVS-250C Dash Cam-
era ensures that it won’t be your word versus theirs when it 
comes to insurance claims and legal matters. You’ll also be 
able to record your greatest road memories to keep forever 
and with its built-in GPS your exact route will recorded as 
well. The RVS-250C is your eyewitness on the road, providing 
you with a visual, audible and time stamped record of your 
experiences behind the wheel.
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Are you concerned about your new teen driver texting, blast-
ing the stereo and not focusing on the road? Want to dispute 
a traffic ticket? Looking to keep records of someone’s per-
sonal driving habits? Need to process an accident or person-
al injury claim faster? The Rear View Safety View-i Dual Car 
Dash Camera is the perfect solution.

RVS-VIEW-I
View-I Dual Lens Dash Camera for Interior 
and Exterior Recording

Are you concerned about your new teen driver texting, 
blasting the stereo and not focusing on the road? Want to 
dispute a traffic ticket? Looking to keep records of some-
one’s personal driving habits? Need to process an acci-
dent or personal injury claim faster? The Rear View Safety 
View-i Dual Car Camera is the perfect solution. And you 
can lock it and unlock!

RVS-VIEW-I-SSL
VIEW-I-SSL Dual Lens Dash Camera for In-
terior and Exterior Recording (with lock)

T790 
Qvia Full HD Blackbox Dash Camera 

The T790 features a Sony IMX 322 sensor and records in full 
HD (1920 x 1080p) video at 30fps (frames per second) for a 
beautiful, crisp image. It comes with a wide, distortion free, 
viewing angle of 135° and excellent low light sensitivity for 
capturing great video even at night. With built-in WiFi, this 
dash camera allows you to connect to the camera from your 
mobile device where you can see the camera view and watch 
recorded footage. The G-Sensor allows the camera to sepa-
rately store the recorded files during an impact and its high 
capacity memory support gives the camera the ability to ac-
cept microSD cards up to a massive 256GB!

AR790 
Qvia 2 Channel Full HD Blackbox 
Dash Camera 

This 2 channel dash camera features a Sony IMX 322 front 
camera sensor, a SONY EXMOR rear camera sensor and re-
cords in full HD (1920 x 1080p) video at 30fps (frames per 
second) for a beautiful, crisp image. It comes with a wide, 
distortion free, front camera viewing angle of 135° (front 
camera), and excellent low light sensitivity for capturing 
great video even at night. With built-in WiFi, this dash camera 
allows you to connect to the camera from your mobile de-
vice where you can see the camera view and watch recorded 
footage. The AR790 also features advanced driver assistance 
systems including lan departure and forward collision warn-
ing systems. The G-Sensor allows the camera to separately 
store the recorded files during an impact and its high capac-
ity memory support gives the camera the ability to accept 
microSD cards up to a massive 256GB!
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“The team at Rear View Safety has been a big part of our success of not having 
backup accidents. Their outstanding service, great pricing and extensive prod-
uct line makes it easy to do business with them. We benefit with lowered ac-
cident cost, increased driver productivity and morale. Our drivers often com-
ment to me how they really appreciate the backup cameras”

KEN HALL
Director Of Operations,

Corodata Records Management, Inc.
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The RVS-880C really can do it all! This full HD dash camera 
can be connected to a external monitor via RCA or to a mo-
bile DVR. Full HD video quality catches detailed footage of 
driving and never misses a moment of what is going on in 
and around your vehicle. Built-in Wi-Fi allows you to view 
and download footage from the dash camera via the free 
FinalCam App on your smartphone or tablet (Android/iOS). 
The RVS-880C features a simple installation with the includ-
ed mounting pad and can also be installed with screws. 

RVS-880C
Hidden Dash Camera with WiFi

Some of life’s greatest moments take place on the road. 
The road however, can be an unpredictable place where 
incidents may occur at any time. The RVS-850C Dash Cam-
era ensures that it won’t be your word versus theirs when it 
comes to insurance claims and legal matters. You’ll also be 
able to record your greatest road memories to keep forever. 
The RVS-850C is your eyewitness on the road, providing you 
with a visual, audible and time stamped record of your expe-
riences behind the wheel.

RVS-850C
Car Dash Camera - HD 720P

RVS-450C
Car Dash Camera

The RVS-450C HD Dash Camera records everything drivers 
see in full 1080p HD video. It’s a useful solution to continu-
ously record your surroundings to help keep you and your 
vehicle safe and secure. Built-in sensitive 3-axis G-shock sen-
sor, locks important video files automatically. All images and 
videos can be viewed on a TV or computer. Settle any dis-
pute over traffic incidents or accidents with this professional 
dash cam. The RVS-450C includes an 8GB microSD card (Max 
storage 64GB).

RVS-400C
Car Dash Camera

A compact design, full HD video recording and very compet-
itive pricing make this dash camera hard to resist! Sitting be-
hind the rear view mirror this dash camera will be virtually 
unnoticeable and with a 120° viewing angle will get a com-
plete view of the road ahead. It comes with full night vision, a 
G-Sensor, storage capacity up to 32GB, motion detection and 
a full year warranty.
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VVG-CBE15 
Vacron HD Dash Camera

With full HD video recording and a 5.0 MP CMOS Sensor this 
dash camera will record stunning video out your front wind-
shield. A compact design allows this dash camera to mount 
to your windshield without taking up too much space or 
blocking the driver’s view. Video is recorded onto a microSD 
card and loop recording means that it will continue record-
ing over the oldest footage once the card is full. Dash camera 
comes with an 8GB microSD card and a one year warranty.

VVH-MDE52 
Vacron 360° Four Lens HD Dash Camera 
with WiFi and GPS

The VVH-MDE52 includes a 4 channel mobile DVR and a 720p 
HD 360° dash camera. This 4 lens camera provides a com-
plete 360° view of the front, sides and inside of your vehicle. 
The external USB WiFi dongle allows you to view and record 
video on mobile devices through WiFi. Connect an external 
monitor to watch/playback footage using the included vid-
eo output. A Built-in G-Sensor automatically locks files in the 
case of an event triggering the sensor, such as an accident. 
Included GPS will show you the exact location of the record-
ed footage and the driving route.
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This amazing dash camera from Papago! is made from ion-
ized material to prevent bacteria build-up, features full 1080 
HD video recording and includes an ultra wide viewing angle 
of 142°. Get the best video day or night with the wide dy-
namic range (WDR). The dash camera comes with a built-in 2″ 
LCD panel display which makes it easy to get the best viewing 
position and to control the camera settings. The GS-388 is 
equipped with a g-sensor and 3 recording modes including 
automatic loop recording and motion detection. The dash 
camera supports microSD cards up to a whopping 64GB. 
Packed with features such as automatic exposure value ad-
justment and a driver fatigue alarm, this dash camera is a 
perfect choice. 

GS-388
Papago! GoSafe 388 Dash Camera

The GS-S30 Papago! has a high quality SONY Exmor Sensor, 
full 1080 HD video recording and a wide 135° viewing angle. 
The dash camera comes with a built-in 2″ LCD panel display 
which makes it easy to get the best viewing position and to 
control the camera settings. Install the camera with either 
a sticker or suction mount, whichever you prefer! The GS-
S30 also features 7 adjustable exposure values, allowing for 
the best quality recording day or night. With an equipped 
g-sensor and 3 recording modes, including automatic loop 
recording and motion detection, you will never miss any im-
portant footage. The dash camera supports microSD cards 
up to a whopping 64GB. Packed with features such as stop 
sign recognition and a driver fatigue alarm, this Papago! is a 
perfect choice.

GS-S30 
Papago! GoSafe S30 Dash Camera
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GS-760
Papago! GoSafe 760 Dash Camera with 
140° View Angle
This GoSafe 760 dual lens dash camera records in 1080P 
with a 140° wide angle for the front.and a 1080P 120° wide 
angle for the back. This dash camera now has you covered 
from front to back. With a 128GB DS card, you have much 
more storage for your recorded videos. With battery tem-
perature protection to withstand summers heat and a high 
quality image processor, this dash cam provides the best 
quality picture. Loaded with Driver Assist Features, like Stop 
Sign Recognition and Driver Fatigue Alarm, this dash camera 
will keep you safe and aware on the road at all times.

This Lora Dash Camera was designed to increase driver 
awareness and comes fully equipped with Stop and Go, Driv-
er Fatigue Warning, and Light Reminder to bring you added 
safety and protection. Boosting a full HD 1080P high-reso-
lution video with loop recording, this Dash Camera brings a 
whole new element to driving. LORA comes with G sensors 
that will automatically protect your files if the driver were 
ever in an accident. This dash camera mounts onto the back 
of your rear view mirror where it stays out of your way. A 
unique slide out screen gives your the freedom to view your 
captured footage whenever you like. 

GS-381
Papago! Lora/Gosafe 381 Full HD 
Dash Camera with Motion Detection

Papagos! new GoSafe 770 comes with a 1440P resolution 
and 2560x1440 ultra high definition monitor. Small and com-
pact, this dash camera captures 160° angle, providing clear 
pictures day or night! Supporting 128GB, or up to 10 hours 
of continuous looping, you have plenty of recording. Loaded 
with multiples recording modes, and driver assists features, 
the GoSafe 770 Dash Camera will keep your drivers alert and 
aware at all times. 

GS-770
Papago! GoSafe 770 High Resolution
Dash Camera
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LK-CPLF
37mm CPL Filter for Lukas Dash Cameras

37mm CPL Lens Filter which fits the Lukas Dash Cameras. 
Filter helps reduce reflections, improves image contrast 
and protects the camera lens from dust and scratches

LK-2CPC4M
Lukas Cigarette Lighter Car Charger (LK-
7900)

Cigarette Lighter Car Charger for the Lukas Dash Cameras 
(LK-7900) with 4 meter cable. 

LK-UVF
37mm UV Filter for Lukas Dash Cameras

37mm UV Lens Filter which fits the Lukas Dash Cameras. 
Filter helps reduce sun glare and protects the camera lens 
from dust and scratches. 

LK-3CPC4M
Lukas Cigarette Lighter Car Charger

Cigarette Lighter Car Charger for the Lukas Dash Cameras 
(LK-7200 and LK-7950) with 4 meter cable. 

RVS-PMP
Power Magic Pro

The Power Magic Pro is designed to protect your vehicle’s 
battery. Connect any in car device (e.g. a dash camera) to 
the Power Magic and it will give you the ability to automati-
cally shut that device off after a desired time. This stops the 
device from draining a vehicle’s battery when the vehicle’s 
engine is off.

LK-570
Lukas External Battery for Dash Camera

This external battery pack connects to your dash camera
and allows it to stay powered even with the vehicle
turned off. This is in contrast to running power straight
to the vehicle’s battery where you run the risk of draining
the vehicle’s battery. With 6000mAh, this battery
will power your dash camera for up to 23 hours! 

DASH CAM ACCESSORIES
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CC-10
Coaxial Cable for BlackVue Cameras
(10 meters)

CC-20
Coaxial Cable for BlackVue Cameras
(20 meters)

CC-6
Coaxial Cable for BlackVue Cameras
(6 meters)

CC-20T
Waterproof Coaxial Cable for BlackVue 
Dash Cameras for Trucks (20 meters)

BTC-1
BlackVue Tamper-Proof Case

G-1E
BlackVue External GPS Receiver
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CH-2P
Hard Wiring Power Cable (15 Feet) 

FT-45
Adhesive Mounting Tape Pads for BlackVue 
470 and 450 Models

CC-15T
Waterproof Coaxial Cable for BlackVue Dash 
Cameras for Trucks (15 meters)

CL-2P
Cigarette Lighter Power Cable

RT-1
Adhesive Mounting Tape Pads for BlackVue 
470 and 650 Rear Dash Cameras 

FT-65
Adhesive Mounting Tape Pads for BlackVue 
DR650 Models

B-112
Power Magic Battery by BlackVue

The B-112 Power Magic Battery Pack easily plugs into your 
vehicle’s cigarette lighter outlet. The battery pack powers 
your dash camera with a built-in Lithium Iron Phosphate 
battery. The battery pack recharges while you are driving 
(full recharge in about an hour), and provides around 12 
hours of battery life while your dash camera is in parking 
mode. The B-112 also includes two 2 USB ports, allowing 
you to charge USB powered devices (cell phone, mobile 
hotspot, etc.). 
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RVS-W02
Waterproof Backup Alarm (Smart)

This backup alarm mounts at the back of your vehicle and 
connects to reverse power to send out a loud signal when-
ever the vehicle reverses. With just a power and ground wire 
necessary to connect, the installation time for this alarm 
is just 15 minutes! It comes with a completely waterproof 
encasing (IP67) and can be mounted anywhere outside the 
vehicle. 

RVS-W02A
Waterproof Backup Alarm

This smart backup alarm mounts at the back of your vehi-
cle and connects to reverse power to send out a loud signal 
whenever the vehicle reverses. The alarm is intuitive and ad-
justs its volume based on the surrounding noise level. The 
louder the surrounding noise, the louder the alarm beeps. 
With a completely waterproof encasing (IP67) the alarm can 
mount anywhere outside the vehicle.

GS-TPMS100US
Papago! GoSafe Tire Pressure Monitoring 
System
Checking your tire pressure has never been easier! Simply-
attach the 4 sensors to your vehicle’s tire valve stems and 
plug your receiver into your vehicle’s 12V outlet. The sensors 
read pressure from your tires and transmit the data to the 
receiver.
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RVS-MOBILEYE
Mobileye Collision Avoidance System

In a world where road accidents are a common occurrence,
Mobileye provides preventative measures including ad-
vanced collision avoidance systems that focus on keepingour 
roads safe. Instead of developing products to protectyou 
during collision, Mobileye technology is designed tohelp you 
avoid collisions all together.

SAFETY ACCESSORIES
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RVS-SA220
Class 1 LED Magnetic Beacon

Our Super LED Beacon features 32 high powered LED warn-
ing lights and 8 distinct flash patterns easily toggled with the 
double switch cigarette adapter plug. The RVS-SA220 easily 
mounts to the top of the vehicle with a powerful magnet, no 
drilling necessary! This industry grade high intensity beacon 
is SAE J845 Class I and E9 approved.

RVS-BSB
Bluetooth Smart Button

Control your iPhone from a distance with the push of a but-
ton! Simply pair the Bluetooth Smart Button to your phone 
via Bluetooth 4.0. Use the RVS-BSB to active Siri, control vol-
ume, take photos and even return to the home screen with-
out having to reach for your phone. The included CR2023 
battery has an incredibly long battery life - up to 1 year and 
the wireless Bluetooth range is up to 10 meters.

RVS-FL200
Vehicle Flood Light

Easily mount these powerful flood lights to the front or rear 
of your vehicle for boosted vision at night! For best perfor-
mance, mount two on either the front and back and they will 
add 30ft of vision even on the darkest of nights. 

RVS-BLB
Brilliant Backseat Reminder System

Protect your most precious cargo with Brilliant Backseat! This 
system reminds you to take your children, pets, or valuables 
out of the backseat of your car. A moderate audio alarm is 
activated when you leave your car without your cargo. If this 
alarm is not turned off in 40 seconds, the system will activate 
the vehicle’s horn which will get your attention. Never leave 
anything, or anyone, behind with Brilliant Backseat.
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RVS-SA101
Headrest Hook Magnetic Phone & Tablet Mount

Our new Headrest Hook mounts in just seconds, working as both a hook to conveniently hang bags and as a magnetic mount for 
phones/tablets. Simply mount your device and press play to keep kids/backseat passengers entertained (and quiet!) during any 
drive. The Headrest Hook can support bags up to 40 lbs, and the magnetic phone/tablet mount is completely rotatable, allowing 
you to display your device at any angle. The RVS-SA101 works with all vehicle types/sizes and really is the perfect addition to any 
drive. Forget the headaches, use the Headrest Hook! 

BTA-CT65-VP
PinGo 3-in-1 Wireless Car Locator

1) Vehicle Locator
2) Phone Reminder
3) USB Charger
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Learn more about cameras and driver safety  on our website.

https://www.carid.com/back-up-dash-cameras.html



